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T TP ODUCT T O J

Pinellas loves its children

This is shown by its concern about children whose surroundings fail to
provide opportunities for growth and development It is shown by the
n ess of its citizens to furnish opporttinit Les for education
willingg
recreation character building agencies and more wholesome surroundings
for all of its children

The real test of a community
s interest in children however is to be
found in what it does for those children who are neglected abused
abandoned and dependent what it does in the way of providing substitute
homes for children iK
hose homes break down through illness death desertion
and rejection by the parents

Judging by what Pinellas County has done for its children during the past
year the citizens of the county can take justifiable pride in its accom
plishments

The Juvenile Vielfare Board hws played a part in expanding the

services to children so that ore of these children have been given an
opportunity to experience acceptance understanding affection and love

An annual report must of necessity deal with facts and figures

It can

only suggest by implication the many heart warming stories of children
reclaimed which go to make up the figures in an annual report Those of

us who are close enough to the work to know about the individual children
who have been helped can get aglow of satisfaction which cannot be trams
lated successfully into words in an annual report

The great difficulty in putting such a story as this across is in attempting
to prove what might have been the result to the children if the services
which all of the organizations render had not been available Vie snow what
has happened with children before such services were available and where
zendous nuber of
they were not available in co
wiunities We know the tre

distorted individuals who grow up where provisions are not made f or the care
of children

Vie know about the number of crippled minds which fill our state

hospitals for the mentally ill and the institutions for the delinquents and
criminals

But
cannot prove definitely in a given case that the services
provided for the disturbed child or parents prevented the
development of a

mentally ill or delinquent person

We can be convinced but we cannot prove

it

The Juvenile Welfare Board believes that its efforts and the efforts of the
organizations affiliated with it have been a most constructive influence in

the lives of approximately 1
500 children who have been helped by the services
furnished by these organizations during the past year The reports which
follow will we relieve convince the reader that the efforts have been
decidedly worthwhile

r
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CHILD WELFARE IN PIIIJELLAS COUNTY

Pinellas County is increasingly regarded by leaders in the field as
outstanding in the comprehensive effectiveness of its work for vulnerable

and handicapped children Visitors to the state interested in progressive
methods of child care are being sent to Pinellas to study the program in
effect here

Part of this is due to the scope of its activities for the

care of children part is due to the close cooperation of the various
agencies in preventin gaps and overlapping in services but above all is
the enli
htened concern and backing of its citizens and their willingness
to support a comprehensive program to meet the needs of its children

During the period covered by this report October 1 1919 through Septem

ber 30 1950 which is the third year of operation of the Juvenile v4elfare
Board the Board has been successful in carrying out all of the objectives
listed in the second annu
l report
a
It has increased its supi
ort to the
Child Guidance Clinic thus enabling it to expand its diagnostic and treat
merit services
It was successful in securing the aid of the Junior League
of St Petersburg in helping to support a pi
oneering project of school
counseling service in three schools This will be described later The
Board was also successful in securing some help from the United Churches
of St Petersburg in expanding its marriage and family counselin service
The United Churches is paying the part time salary of a psychologist who

is giving some time to this service

At the present time the Director of

the Juvenile 1
4elfare Board the Executive Secretary of the United Churches
and the Psycholo
ist in the School Counseling Service are all giving part
time to this work More details on this will be given later in this report
The training course which was mentioned under objectives in our second
annual report was given and is described later
The use of foster homes as a substitute for jail detention has shown a
steady increase The cooperation of the Juvenile Court Judge the Chief
Probation Officer and his Staff together with an increasing cooperation
on the part of the Police has reduced the use of jails for the confinement
of juvenile delinquents
This makes it possible to comely with the pro

visions of the Florida Law which forbids nfinement of juveniles under

fourteen in jails with adults Increasingly juveniles over fourteen are
cared for in foster holes and almost never are they held in jails unless

they are runaways from other states and the parents request that they be
so held until they can come for them or un1pss they are so a
gressive
that they cannot be accepted in carefully selected family homes
Looking at the general picture of services to children in the county one
is impressed by the continuing development of preventive services The

public schools have continued to provide recreational leadership and facili
ties for all of the children

The Board of County Commissioners has c
n

tinued to expand the recreational facilities and leadership in the county
Various groups have been active in expanding on ortunities for leisuretime

activities f a constructive nature
ing example of such interest

The Future Floridians is an outstand

aa

Another milestone in child care development is to be found in the increase
from two to four visiting teachers under the Board of Public Instruction
This is a most promising development for the future Along with this has
core the better integration of thiss service into the total child welfare
This will be discussed under Inter Agency Agreements
program

Pinellas has pioneered in providing for young unmarried Negro mothers and
in securing a horse for Negro working girls The Juvenile V elfare Board
has played a part in both of these achievements

These facilities will

provide for Negro girls what has been available for white girls for some
years

All of these are new or expanded services More important is the success of
the regular program which has made it possible for children to be protected
from the destructive effects of abandonment abuse hun7
er rejection and
This has ee
severe ne
ect
1
n a c program for which no one agency
or person deserves the credit Everybody worked together to bring about the
success of the program of child welfare in the county Each agency and each

individual on the staffs of these at
encies made their individual contribu
tiens as did the board menbers other groups and individuals

It i7oes to

show what can be accorr
plished when leople unite for the comm
n scud of the
children of a community and a cc
unty

There are still unmCt needs but these are increasingly recognized by both
the a encies and the citizens who support them We are still concerned

about the fifteen hundred children viho live in broken homes and must depend
upon inadequate Aid to Dependent Children grants for their support There
has been some improvement in the funds available for their care as the
result of increased Federal support but the State will need to carry s
me

additional lead if these children are to Met the c Xrtunities for groti
th
and development that are listed in the Childrents Charter as basic principles
of citizenshi develo
ment in a democracy

One of the needs which in our opinion is a State responsibility is the
need for adequate institutional care for the feebler
inde d the insane the
tubercular the si astic and the serious cardiac c
ses of all a I
es both
white and clrred

To this group should be added the delinquent Negro girls

for whom no institutional facilities are now available

Their presence in

the co
lunity is a potential or a real m
r
nace

The increasing child population cf the county is txin7ing an increase in the
number of children in need of various types of care
10

increase in the number of children cnterin

The scho
fs re rt a

school in So
teriber 1950

over the number entering school in September 19149

It is rcaa
onalle to

nect that the number of problems will e iar a relati
ex
i to the total of
nsh
vid of this is to be found in the increase
E
the children in the county ence
of de children requiring care During the year just past the Juvenile
Welfare Board radually reached aeak in the number of children requirin
foster care
At the end of the year there were more children in fester care

than we can continue to provide for with the funds available for the coming
Some sixteen of these children must be returned to or placed in
situ
aticns which are unsatisfactory unless clubs and groups can be interested

year

in contributing toward clothing medical care and other incidentals to an

7

extent to enable the Juvenile iJelfare Board to reduce its expenditures in

y a
area
this
n amount sufficient to carry the cost of care for the children
In s site of the i
ncreased cost of living as measured by
food costs and other expenses the Juvenile elfare Board is still r
ayinq

mentioned above

the same amount 310
00 a week for foster cars as it was paying in 1917
49
How long this can continue vie are uncertain

One of the problems facing all the agencies is that of medical a
U dental
n
care
There are no out patient clinics in the countT to which we can turn
fer such services There are a number of civicminded physicians and dentists

who volunteer their services on occasions but this laces the burden on a
feiv busy people who c
nnot spare the time to meet the need that exists

The picture as a whole is bright for the i
resent but we must lock ahead
to the expansion of some of our services Hopefully this will result in
a decrease in others
We ho that greater emphasis on prevention will
result in less need for c
stly emergency care later The Rind of society

we will have twenty years from now will depend upon what we do with the
children of today particularly for those who are not fortunate en
h to
u
have well adjusted adequate parents and families

i
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UV1 udEIFARE BOARD S
J
iVILE
CTIVITIE DURING Thy YEAR
1
1 MPMIAGE AND FAT
ILY COUNSELING
T
NI

The
Juvenile iuelfare Bo d through its Director continued the marriage and
f unil
counseling which was started in March 1949

During the period from

October 1 1949 through September 30 1950 a total of 301 consultations

were held with members of 67 families These consultations averaged an
hour or r
ore in length Referrals came from social a
encies friends who

had been in ministers laveyers judges and many came in as the result of
an announcement in newspapers of the availability of such services some of
them months later
arents also sort in a nihnber of their children and
T
physicians sent in cases far advice and help most of our work was with

parents of children and most of the children v sh w evidences of
maladjustment in school on the 1
layground and in other relationshij
s

hen

we were successful in bringing about underst
ndin and adjustment in the
parents the maladjustment of the children showed vement
mprc and in some
i
instances c
mrletely disappeared

One of the conclusions which we can draw from this work is that many families
can be kept from breaking u and their children can be saved from the trau
matic experience of living in a conflict and b
ken home
r

e are

convinced

that preparation for marriage begins with parental attitudes and behavior

and that welladjusted parc
nts and hor
ics

are children for good marriage
reti
There is still need

adjustments because of the models which they furnish

however for preparation fr marriage during a
olescence to help develor
mature
welladjusted
individuals
with
enough
flexibility to adjust to
others
Conflicting backgrounds attitudes and ideals contriDuto to

marital maladjustment

Ye someti
les wonder why people pay for the professional services of a lawyer
to counsel them in partnershi contracts and matters only involving financial

considerations when the more imr
ortant and more enduring partnership contract
hich is called marriage is entered into with a minimum of greyaration and
expert help

2 CONSULTATION SERVICE TO THE SCHOOLS

The a
lninistrative responsibility for the School Counseling Project rests

upon the Dir
ct r of the Juvenile Kelfare Board

The time of the Director

has also been made available for one day a week or more as consultant to
the visiting teachers pri
nciails and teachers of the schools and to the
parents and pupils of the schools in the county

During the past school

year most of the time was liven to the schools in the
county

Some schools were visited several times

A total of 244 school contacts

were made

u

some only

curt of the

nce or twice

Of these 97 were irr
ith the school

staff 108 were with pupils 27 were vrith 1
arents and 12 were with P
A
T

ms
grc

r9

C11 ren manifesting social and emotional maladjustment constituted the
Others showed eciucati
nal maladjustments Some

bulk of the referrals

of

them were in need of referral to social agencies for help in improving their

home surroundings many of them needed referral to the Child Guidance Clinic
still others needed educational help class cha
s se ciel attenti n by
nge
teachers medical referral an other services whhich involved the schools and
homes

Interviews with the i
arents of score cf these children helped to clear

Uri misunderstanding and i
mr
ove the cool oration between the school an the
the

The work of the visiting teachers in making home contacts and ringing
ow
rents in for intervie vas was articularly helpful as was their I

ul with the

arents PnC
i social a yemcies to which referrals were ria
ie

In 1ener
al the method followed b the Director was in cooperation with the
visiting teacher to J
n for a 3ol
l
sch visit in advance
The viS
tin

tr char secured the n
es of the children knovti to the teachers and J 1 incipal
Unen pcos sill le the vlsit
in teacher made a

as being most in need of help

visit to the home and secured information from the

agents about the family
home and community situation the attitude of the child at home and in his
community relationships

A relimin ry c of erence

held with the princi

pal the teacher an the visiting teacher giving tc the Director inf or a
tion
The Director then intervieinred
they had Dearing on the pr
lems presente
b
the child to et his attitudes toward school tocard home and toviard his
problems

This was followed b y another e
nference with the trinci
s
l al

the

teacher and the visiting teacher in regard to the childts personality make
up and his attitudes

t this last conference it ivras determined vrhat ste ps

would e taken to bring about an improvement to what a
ency or other
community resources the crLil
l would be referred and to what extent and in

that res sect s chc of changes visits to the home by the visitin teacher or
other activities should be c
rried out

The demand for these services have been far in excess of the time available
for the T
irector to meet them

There have always been more children to see
There hive always been more need
for consultation vv
ith teachers and l
rinci als than could be iven There
have always been more schools to visit and mere frequent visits to be made
than we could arrange for The Director of the Juvenile JVelfare Bc
l has
ar
been tremendously encour
ed and stimulated by the sincere interest and
r
than we could see in the time allotted

desire of the school staff to understand the motivations underlyin eauca
l and social maladjustment in the schools Their willin ness to devote
tiona

time to the study of these children their vrillin ness to coo erate in
plans made for the children their tolerance and their understanding have
all been encouraging There is a tremendous desire for nce
uid and help
4
in dealing with children presentin
r problems use found this in every
school
It points u the need and desire for ec
unt wide guidance service
in the schools

1C

3 EDUCASIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
Any program for hel
7 children has its educational features
in

The

activities of the Juvenile TV
elfare Board in this field have taken various
forms

Among these are

P A training curse for staff of the juvenile court other agencies
teachers board members of agencies members of parentteacher
ups and others
gr

This course began in November 1949 and ran
intopril of 1950 The course dealt with Understanding the
A
Problem Child Some 35 persons entered the course taught by the
Director and specialists whom lie secured

b A series of articles on child training in ccor
eration 1ith and
which a

in the St Peterst
urg TI

as

interviews 1
rith

the Director of the Juvenile elfare Boar
c

Many talks by Taeml
ers cf the Board and by the Staff to grou
s
t
of teachers parents clubs also to state
wide groups All of
these ealt ui th Pr r leras of chile c re and love li ment

d Some 254 conferences and meetings were participated in by the
Director and individual Board members r
artic ated in many
others attempting to lu
rk out chi Ild s roY
ems

e The Director was invited to write an article on use of Fester
Homes for Juvenile Delinquents for the special issue commemora

ting the fiftieth anniversary of the Juvenile Ccurt FEDE AL
PROBATION September 1949 Volume XIII Nurl 3

f The Juvenile Welfare Bo Prd through mem
ers of its staff has
served as a training center for graduate students in social stork
for the Florida State University Graduate School of Social Waxk
It has made field work placements ssible and has riven field
work supervision to students from this university This is an
important educational contribution

g The Junior League Prcvisional Course was given under the direction
of a member of the staff of the Juvenile yelfare Board
h Members of the Board

and of the Staff have articiPat ed in panels

state conferences and welfare proCrams

i One recommendation made by the staff of the Juvenile Welfare
Board was the organization of a course for welfare chairmen under
the sponsorship of the Ielfare Council This course would be for
the purpose of orienting the chairmen of the aelfare committees

of the various civic groups concerning the needs and resources

existing in the community and should help these clubs and groups
to plan more intelligently for their welfare projects

11

4 I14TERAGENCY AGREE ENTS

One of the

activities in which the Juvenile Welfare Board has nartici ted

and

has aroused more interest throughout the State than almost any
other one thing is the stimulation of inter agency a In its
second annual report many of these agreements were given These have
received attention and co
rvaendation loth in Florida and in other nexts of
the nation
Such agreements furnish a clear cut basis f or the workin

tc
ether
of the various agencies and groups Th
y hel to eliminate con
fusion and m sunderstandinUs They 1
ring groups Nand agencies and workers
closer together The very Process of holding conferences for the purpose
of workin out the details of such agreements is helpful in reducing mis
understandings and giving increased appreciation of the problems orhich the
various workers and agencies must attempt to solve These agreements
uncover gaps in services for children and make it possible to organize in
such a manner as to eliminate them

We are reasonably sure that in no county in the state is there the degree
of understanding co Deration and coordination of effort for the welfare
of children that exists in Pinellas The various agencies deserve much
credit for the s nirit of mutual helpfulness willin ness to subordinate
personal and agency independence to the
General overall program of child
welfare and the unwavering devotion of their directors and staff to the
best interest of the children of the county
In our second annual report we stated that agreements had been worked out

which included the Juvenile ffelfare Board the District 4 Welfare Board
the Juvenile Court the Child Guidance Clinic the Children
s Service
Bureau the County elf
re Department and the City of St Peters urg
a
Division of Social Service

Additional agreements have been raor
ed out

during the past year among these agc
ncies and with the Pinellas C
unty
Schools

This includes all the agencies in the county working with

families and children

These a reea
ents will be found in Ap7
ix IIP
en

5 NEEDS AND RESOURCES FILE

One of the duties of the Juvenile 1delfare Board set forth in the Act
creating the Juvenile 1
4elfare Board is that f collecting information
and statistical data which will be hel ful to the Board in deciding the
needs of juveniles in the County In carrying out this responsi ility
the Board has continued to act as a clearing house for needs and resources
in the County It has established a file of needs and resources and has
encouraged groups interested in carrying out worthwhile rojects for
children to come to it for a discussion of the needs lahich should receive
This work has been carried on in cooleration

priority in their planning

with the Nelfare Council of St Petersburg and the Junior vomant s Service
League in Clearwater During the year an economic analyst 1
11r Viiliam P
Hasselman volunteered his services in explori
ng this field in St Peters
bur and the Junior Nomanf s Service League undertook to collect information
in the Clearwater area

Various agencies dealing with children were con

tacted to learn of the needs which seemed to them to warrant priority
consideration
Clus and grouss
were contacted to learn of the resources
which they were makin available to children

12

Among the groups which have requested information regarding worthwhile
projects for the coming year are the lomants Club the Junior lomants Club
the Womants Service League the Business and Professional Nomants Club
and the Junior League all of St Petersburg
The Board hoies that these

and other groups will continue the increasing
tendency toward establishing project funds to meet needs which public and
private agencies are now unable to meet if they are to serve the children
in need of their services Amon these are purchase of clothing providing
medical and dental care establishing scholarships in day nurseries for

mothers unable to meet the cost of such care furnishing fees for school

children scholarships for children with special mobilities in art
dramatics
music etc who need private instruction

Funds could be allocated for such

purposes and could be spont
under the direction of the welfare chairman upon
application from a qualified agency following a study of the needs and
resources available

Another legitimate field of activities for clubs and groups would be in the
Boards opinion the initiation of a service on a demonstration basis

By

this is meant that where some need exists for which support is not available
in the organized social agencies public or rivate a club or group might
undertake a three year demons tr qt ien project to determine whether this
service is really worthwhile This has been done in the I
ast notably by
the Junior League which started the Children s Service Bureau and which made
the In School Counseling Demonstration Project possible Marriage and
family c unseling is one such problem which needs to be carried for a
demonstration period The Negro working girls home is another which needs
to be underwritten

6 ADOPTION PROCEDURES

In its study of needs the Board found
that the adopticn of babies is subject
to difficulties and abuses

The black market in babies which received much

attention in Florida and they states has focused attention on the problem
Under the sponsorship of the Board meetings were held in Pinellas County

which were attended by local and state representatives of social aencies
the medical and legal professions It was pointed out in these meetings that
a majority of the adoptions in Pinellas County as in Florida as a whole were
initiated by doctors lawyers and private individuals without careful

investigation of the suitability of the prost
ective adoptive parents and of
the child for the adoption proposed This has led to many later maladjust
ments of children who frequently become wards of the local or state
aniza
or
tions and must be supported at public expense

These meetings resulted in agreements as to more satisfactory procedures for
handling adoptions

Doctors and laveyers expressed their willingness and

desire to be relieved of the responsibilities of making placements which they
have done in the past as a service to their clients Under the plan as
worked out the supervisor of the Child Welfare Unit of the District Welfare

Board will acceot all referrals from the doctors and lawyers and from p
ros

pectivE foster parents A bulletin outlining the procedure to be followed
and riving the name and telephone number of the supervisor was distributed
to all the doctors by the Pinellas County T11edical Society

13

There is still the problem of Negro adoptions for which at present there is

no agency to which Pinellas County can turn except one in Chicago This
means that the abandoned Negro children in Pinellas must be cared for by
Vie are hoping that one of the local private agencies
can be persuaded to enter the field of adoption placement and thus make it
local public funds

possible for prospective faster Negro parents to secure a child without
having to go to Illinois to get one

7 UNMARRIED PIEGRO MOTHERS UNDER T
VENTYONE

Closely allied to the preceding section of this report is the problem of

what to do with unmarried Negro mothers in the younger age group There
is a Florence Crittenton Home for white girls but none for Negro girls

The Juvenile Welfare Board
called a meeting to consider this problem

It

was found that funds were available from state and federal sources to pro
vide such care if suitable homes could be found for such juveniles No
differentiation is made in the funds available for Negro and white cases
They are being used for white girls at the Crittenton Home at the present
time and could be used for Negro girls if a home meeting state standards
is established
In cooperation with the State
Health Department arrange

ments were made by the District 4 Welfare Board to license the homes of

two midwives for the care of such cases

This involved a cooperative agree

ment between the District 4 Welfare Board the County Welfare Department
and the City Division of Social Service of St Petersburg and will result
in more adequate care at less cost to the local funds
8 WORK KITH TIE WELFARE COUNCIL OF GREATER ST PETERSBURG
AND ITS VJ
RIOUS COMTT ES

As a part of the integration and coordination program of the Juvenile
Welfare Board it has maintained a close tionship
la with the Welfare
r
Council and its various

committees

Members of the Board and its

Director have taken an active part in the various programs designed to
bring about better understanding and cooperation among the various agencies
and groups some ninety in number which ego to make up the Welfare Council
Much credit is due the Family and Child Care Committee of the Welfare
Council and to its other committees for the achievement of the outstanding
cooperation which now exists in the community
the Juvenile Nelfare Board has been the leader

One member of the staff of

the Family and Child Care

Committee and another member of the staff of the Juvenile Welfare Board is
at present serving as President of the Council

During the year just past the Juvenile lNelfare Board staff helped to
rewrite the constitution and keylaws of the Council which were adopted

at the annual meeting and which served to expand the opportunities for
service on the part of the Council

It is in cooperation with the Welfare Council that the schools and
various social agencies were able to work out an interagency agreement
to which other communities

can refer

l4

9 P
NELLAS COITNTi CHILDRENTS COQ MITTS
OF THE FLORIDA CHILDRENTS COMMISSION

The Juvenile Udelfare Board members and Director with the addition of
chairman of the District r

vTelfare Board and the County Health Director

were
appointed by the Governor of Florida
as the Pinellas County Childrents
Committee of the Florida
Childrents Commission

Acting on the Children
s

Committee the members of the Juvenile Welfare Board have been active in
carrying out the responsibilities of the Florida Childrents Commission

This Commission has been given responsibility for collecting and preparing
for transmission to rvrashington information about conditions in Florida
affecting children

This is in nre
aration for the Fifth White House Con

ference to be held in Washington D C on December 3rd through 7th of this

These conferences have been held every ten years since 1910 and
provide nationwide inventory of conditions surrounding children and youth
year

These inventories furnish the basis for planning for the nest ten years

for the nation
s greatest assetits children

The Juvenile elfare Board and the Childrents Committee have taken an

active part in the dissemination of study outlines and in arranging for
discussion of these outlines by groups Two member s of the Juvenile Welfare

Board have served on statewide committees for the analysis of material
sent in by the various groups from all over the state

Material has been

given to the press and furnishes the basis for newspaper articles in regard
to the confliticns surrounding children in the county and the state

The Juvenile Welfare Board has been honored by invitations from the

President of the United States to Mrs H 1V Holland former chairman and

present Board member and to Dr Herbert D Vv
illiams the Director
inviting
them
to
attend
the
Fifth
White
House
Conference in Washington D
C
in December
This will provide an opportunity for participating in the

deliberations and for securing firsthand information retarding future

planning for children and youth

10 CH
NGES IN THE JUVENILE BOARD MEG4BERSHIP

In our second annual report mention was made of the amendments to the
Juvenile Nelfare Board Act r
roviding for chen es in mem
hershin on the
Board
At the request of the County Judge he was relieved from servin

on the Board and the Vice Chairman of
xd of County Commissioners
o
J
was named in his place The Board now consists of the Juvenile Court

Judie the Superintendent of Public Instruction the Vice Chairman of the

Board
of County Commissioners and four members to be appointed by the
Governor for four year terms after the first
a Pointments

The first

appoint are tyro members for two years and two members for four years

This will insure that there shall be some continuity in Board membership
In compliance with the law the Governor appointed 1r6rs H 0I Holland and

Mrs George IV Bartlett of St Petersburg for four year terms and tiers
Roy
Meadorterms
of Clearwater and Airs John R Stricklamd of Tarpon Springs
taro year
At the present time the Board consists of Mrs George
Bartlett Chairman Mrs Rot Roy Meador Secretary Mr W H Belcher

Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners Prlr Floyd T Christian

Superintendent of Public Instruction vrs H

Juvenile Judge and Mrs John R Strickland
15

Rob
for
W
Vice

holland Wilfred P Marshall

11 INSCHOOL COUNSELING PROJECT

History of Project

The need for preventive services was emphasized by the results in the

Survey of Problem Children in the Public Schools of Pinellas County

included in our second annual report

The Juvenile Welfare Board recognized this need by increasing its support
to the Child Guidance Clinic and by setting up a demonstration project
called In School CounselinC

The counseling function
has emerGed as a strikingly significant phase of
twentieth century life
tion

Ours is a complex fast moving Life and civiliza

Provision for personal counseling has been increasingly reco
rnized
as an obligation of educational institutions of social end governmental
agencies and of employers

with counseling service

Industries large and small are experimenting

To gain community support and stimulate interest the Board presented the

Man for the project to the Community Welfare Council and the sub committee
on family and child welfare needs of the community
presented to civic and fraternal organizations

The plan was also
The ers
newspap carried a

series of articles with such captions as Problem Children Are Just Like

All the OthersOnly lore So St Petersburg TINES 1018 49 Rearing
Child Suocessfully Difficult and Worthwhile Feat Goes Unsung St Peters

burg TINS 92549 Child
s Emotional Stability and Conduct Parental

Responsibility St Petersburg TIIS 102l
9 and Lies Punishment
and Prevention of Consequences

St

Petersburg TItl8

1Q9 49

It was

pointed out that problem
children are not markedly different from other
children
They exhibit the same tendencies desires inhibitions and

aggressiveness as other children
but to a marked degree The Pinellas
County teachers using the sign tiosts of maladjustment in a school survey
which the Director of the Juvenile elf are Board had developed and copy
righted and which had been tried out

r Illinois Indiana Wisconsin New

Jersey New Hampshire and New York
discovered nearly 900 maladjusted
children among the 14
000 odd
in their classes

The Survey which was

reported in our second annual report listed ninetytvIo symptoms of social

maladjustment defective home conditions physical abnormalities and other

miscellaneous attitudes

Demonstration of need community interest and financial support made it
possible for the school aounseling project to be set up in three St Peters
burg schools on an experimental basis effective March 15 1950 The

program has been initiated under the sponsorship of the Junior Lea
ue and
the Juvenile Welfare of Pinellas County The services of a school
psychologist and a
school social v11rker are now available to the parents and
children in one junior high school and two elementary schools located in
the same geographical
area These schools were selected as being most

representative of the typical school pop
ulation from the standpoint of
constancy of residence social and economic standards and progressive

educational outlook

1b

Since all children attend school at least in the early grades it would

seem to be the logical place to discover the maladjusted children who later
become serious problems for society and themselves As we pointed out in

our second
annual report facilities are not available in Florida to
segregate or institutionalize many
of the 1efectives This has meant that
a much larger Percentage of them is found in the putdi
c schools than is
true There adequate facilities 6
xist for their care in state institutions

The staff of the In School Counseling Service turned its attention to
developinC sound working relaticJhships Social agencies had already pledged
their support
Consultations were held with the Superintendent of Put
lic
Instruction with principals and teachers in order to revie the results of
the study and to secure their further cooperation After the Superintendent
of Public Instruction had approved the selection of the schools a
nd the

Juvenile Velfare B
oard had areointed the staff offices were set u in the
junior high school The same pro
cedtre was f
ll ue d in introducing the
ro 7ram to each of the three schools selected
L
The staff under the leader
ship of the Juvenile elfare Board Director first met with the principal

who called a meeting of his teachers in crder to introduce the team which
consisted of a psychc
lo ist and sc
ool social worker The background of the
program and objectives were reviewed Isgch staff member eve an analysis
of her particular function with the su sti n that referrals be routed
over the nrinciralts des Later referral forms were discussed with the
teachers prior to their ce
letion and distribution
m

1

The next stei was to present the program to the students and then to the
Teachers grout
Parents

The pri
al handled the student relationshil
nci
s

in the junior high the program was explained in an assembly program

In

the elementary schools the psychologist and social worker were introduced
to the students as members of the faculty and t were ipermitted to visit
the classrooms very informally Thus far the staff of the project has
been able to realize its ob ective that the teachers parents and students
in the ccmmmunity be able to accept the service even as recipients without

feeling that a stigma has been places u
on them
After securing the referral through the principal a study of the childts
record is made
Prior to the interview and as scion as possible A rents
and teachers are asked to participate in the study Psychometric evaluation
and social histories are obtained

Objectives

It is not only the objective of this counselin service to understand the
children and parents coming to their attention i
ut to help the parents
and children understand each otter and to interpret their needs to the

iol and oerhaps othe community resources which byre are nrivile ed to
sch
The parents not knowJing all the services available in the community
may call upon the service for advi ce and assistance in making contact brith
use

the apnrropriate a
ency

encies without psychological or group work service

may call up on the counselors where they have children in these schools to
Five consultation service in these fields and to recommend the necessary
The counseling service in the schools is a su or an

treatment

auxiliary to and not a substitut6 for the Child Guidance Clinic services

through the use of case committees the school program attempts to work
very closely with the social ag
encies in maki referrals
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It is felt that the needs of large numbers of parents and children can some
The staff may participate in Parent
Teacherst meetings and study groups discussing developmental patterns in
times be met by the group method

children in order to brink a
out a better understanding of why children
r
behave as they do at different ages and how the needs of children at each
level may be anticipated and met

One of the overall objectives of the social worker is to help the teachers
Adults are
and parents think of children as children and not small adults
slow to realize that physically mentally and emotionally each child is a
growing changing person with needs and potentialities which are his alone
It is the objective of the school counseling service to hell these adults

to realize that often a child who is labeled nau7hty or badly behaved
t
is only a child who has been misunderstood by the adults arout him

Some

times they have exected too much of him

Sorietimes they have not known
that he is actinF like other children of his age that he is not deliberately

naughty that he is having growing pains in trying to assert himself as a
person
The first responsibility of Parents and teac
ilers is to try to
understand all childrent s needs and Tatterns of growth and Particularly
those of their own
children

Hopefully these objectives can be accom
lished

The teachers and parents also need to realize that at each a
e the Yehavior
of the child is directly influenced by his hysical development The active

fifteen month old child who touches feels and guts in his mouth everythin
out him is
al
responding to a growth need not just bein a nuisance and
into everything Such a discussion in P
A groups seems to be a
T
revelation to the parents

The family discussion is not just confined to

the children reached by the project since we feel the total family picture
is important

Brother and sister rivalry is also a factor to be considered

We have found it comforting to parents to find that the restless six year
old may be responding to his tremendous drive toward activity and that being
awkward and tripping over everything is a natural spurt for the preadolescent
and does not mean that he cr she is careless
Such a child may simply be
experiencing the uneven growth of his body It has been found that teachers
as well as parents need to know the general stages of development throu
h

which our children are passim if we are to understand their behavior The
staff may attempt to accomplish this through individual conference with
parents and teachers or through P
il study groups pro ram planning etc
T

It 111111 be a job of the social worker to know the individual child needing

held to understand his parentage his potentialities and his own particular
Pattern of growth

Through the use of psychometric studies the otentialities of the child
may be learned
The fast maturing child may need opportunities to go ahead
of his are group The slow ones may need to be watched fcr fear they brill
be pushed too hard or overstimulated in an effort to keep them with the
majority of their age group

The school team will also have an opportunity to work vrith pre school croups
and perhaps help the r rents and the teachers see that as the child enters

kindergarten they need tc be aware that he is still bowing developing
and maturing and that as he chancres from year to year his needs and
potentialities will chant e too

ode may also have an opportunity to work

013

with the arents and child in preparation for the e
perience We 1 elieve
that parents and teachers are partners in the educational r
rocess and that
in helpin the child we are also hel
p the total educational program and
Din
cc mmminity life o
We believe that this
for the expansion of
That it will lead to
ities for all of the

In School Cotuiseling Service demonstrate the need
this kind of service throughout the school system
an increasing recognition and demand for such otportun
children and all of the schools and not just in three

scaocls in which the project is being carried
In Appendix I will be found a detailed report of activities for the period

March 15 1950 through Septemter 30 1950

d
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ACTENCIES TO WHICH JUVENILE VyF
A RE BOARD GRANTS SOIZ SUBSIDY
LF

Phone 7 1614

JUVENILE COURT

Presiding Judge

Judge Alfred P Marshall
Edward E

Chief Probation Officer and Clerk

Patrick

Miss Margaret J Lovely

Assistant Probation Officer

Assistant Probation Officer

Leonard Summers

Offices

Courthouse

Clearwater Florida

Room 219 County Building
St Petersburg
Florida

Phone 7 3647

CHILD WELFARE UNIT

Supervisor

Miss Mary E Byers

worker
Miss Rosamond Allen
Mrs Cathleen Richardson
Worker

Visitor

Miss Mary Elizabeth Harrington
Office

Room 200 County Building
St Petersburg Florida

IN SCHOOL COUNSELING S
dVICE
r

r

Dr Thelma G Voorhis
Mrs Nenabelle G Dame
Office

Phone 79 1745

Psychologist

Social Worker

South Side Junior High School
1701

10th Street South

St Petersburg Florida

Phone 7 7547

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC
Director
Dr Paul W Penn
ingroth
Psychiatrist
Dr Walter H Bailey
H Bennett
Mrs Dorot
Psychologist

14r Harold Co Rivkind

Tics Mary M Allison
Mrs Florence Pierce

Social Worker

Psychiatric Social Worker
Psychologist

Chamber of Commerce Building
St Petersburg Florida

Offices

1180 East Cleveland
Clearwater Florida

Phone 7 1661

S SERVICE BUREAU
CHILDREN

Miss Katharine Parsons
Miss Joana Clark

Mr William L Wilson

Office

Director

Case Worker

Case Worker

440 Second Avenue North
St Petersburg Florida
2C

IV

VOLUIE OF T7OR
K F11 TI
E JU 7ENIL

LFAR

BOARD SUBSIDIZES

IN INTIOLE OR Tit PART

1 JUVEI
E COURT
liL

The Juvenile Welf
4re Board pays all of the salaries and expenses of the
Juvenile Court of Pinellas County

During the period from October 1 190 through September 30 1 a total
of 797 children v
ere brought to the attention of the Court This c or pares
Of this nurn
ber 611
E or

with 791 children for the preceding fiscal year
77

were

h to children and 183 or 23 vi re Negro children

In the alt o
ve period 463 children c
mc to the attention of the Court as
dependent

This compared vith 1193 for the rrev
ious fiscal year

Included

in this 463 cases corning to the attention of the Court during the past e r
were 132 cases where the Juvenile Court 1 as

asked to approve admi
ssion

forms to the Crirpled Ulil
s Hospi
M
dri
and 36 cases here
passed on ad referrals to the Children
s Home Society

395 referrals of acti
vc dependent cases

the

Court

This leaves

During the previous vear 80 of

the1193 dependent cases 1ec
re or epnro l of ssion
ndmi forms to the Crirpled
s 1josp and 36 were cases vier the Court had to pass unon
Children
adCptiOnS

This left 377 active depend cases r UUi r
1Ti S ii SerV1
CC

from the probation steff It will be seen from this th t there h as been an
increase of 18 children rcferrc
d to the probation departnent becL
use of
dependency or neglect
of the

During the fiscal T
r 331 cl ildren v
re nroug t tc the attet t
c
w

res t ith 298 brought to the Court
a
corm
Of
the
total
delinc ue
nt
0 or 253 were
76
for the preceding fiscal year
u
6
a
s
h
r
o
r
81
1e
e
8r
cr
203 v
h i to del n
t
i
l
is
corn
re
rIhite and 24 o
r
ents and 32 or 95 I
qu
dEgrc deli
ncuents in tri preceding year Of l
ter
2
60
re
v7E
i8 and
Cio
tita
l of 331
G aellnquoiay caur
g t
e 1 a t f1SCai yc a r 8n
Juvenile Court as

uents
dclinr

20 or 7L llerc g
J rls

This

This coimmares 1v1th 79 or 237 bo
Ts and 2 S or 61

irls in the preceding gear

The perccntaF of the proportion of delinquent

bogs and girls is about the sar
e for rbite and N
egrc f
ur boys to one girl

This is th san relativeproportion that 1swa
s found in n s tu
r by the
d

U S Children
s Bureau in 1927 or 172
8 where they found that re arts from 98
juvenile courts in the county shcl a reti of four boys to one uirl among
those lists
is delinquent
d

Durinc the tar the r t
o of bo Ts end girls
i

chnged considerably as delinqu
ncy increased much e
or rapidl
r
han
t
i
girl C t

normal

Jm

tit

he
t

o
b
b ys

r
1
pp 1 rc tly w
f
e a
re
c
i
to rIh t
41

Ge
ls
r

th

m

t

ne

a

ratio

In Appendix III Tables I II III IV V VI VII 1
rill be found a breakdown
of referrals to the St Pctersbur5 and Clean
tater Offices Of the Juvenile

Court for both delinquent nd dependent children t e number of children

Served btr the 0UVen11G COUrt OVE r 9 t J tE
1 Od
7
erl C1cS ifled
l

delinquent

and dependent by sex end by office of referr
ll also the percentages
for
t
the
the twc f isc
l years and the number of tra cases referred
Court by m nths
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Judge Marshall instituted a new method of handling the juvenile traffic
cases in June
The procedure called for the traffic violator to appear

in court vhere he is given some instructions on safe driving the dangers
of traffic violations are pointed out to him and he is given books
outlining the principles of safe driving The violator returns for

a

hearing before the Judge each reek until he is able to grass a test on the
basic safety principles Results up through September 30 indicate thA
In
this method reduces to a marked degree the nurriber of repeaters
Table VI will be found the number cf cases showing the nature and number
of violations dis7ositions etc during the operation of the new p1rocedure

In the fiscal year just past Judge M shall has held 42 hearings on
delinquency and 64 hearings on de endency cases including adoptions This
areos with 76 delinquency he wrins and 67 Je pendency hearings during the
comD
preceding year These are the hearings which were entered in the
and do net include the greater num er of conf
erences and hearings in rep
n and lannin
arati

for childr
n Loth with the rroba
tion staff and with

7ency representatives who were exercising custody and sur
1
a
ervision over
Ly in their care
chil

During this last fiscal year 19 boys Prere com
mitted to the Florida Industrial
School for Boys This com ares with 20 committed the previous year Two
girls were committed to the Florida Industrial Sch for Girls during the
past fiscal year as coma a
red with four the irevious year At the end of

September 1950 there were 26 boys and 3

girls in lence
sic in the two
r

industrial schools

During the year just passed 7
3 of the boys referred to the Juvenile Court
on a charge of delinquency were committed to the Florida Industrial School

This compares with 8
4 committed during the previous year During the
fiscal year just ended 2
7 of the girls appearing in court charged with
delinquency were committed to the Florida Indlustri
al School for Girls

This

compares with 6 committed the rrevious year
One interesting fact is the decline in prornortion of Negro delinquent
referrals as compared with the previous year
In 19481949 Negro delinquents
constituted 32 of the delinquent referrals In 1949
1950 this hind eclined
to 211 In searching for an t
x of this decline we found that the
Police Department had a
1e inte
d and assigned four Negro olicemen to work in
the Negro resident areas of St Petersburg Another fact which may have
influenced the delinquency rate was the a
1 of a Negro visiting
teacher to work with the children in the u lie schools Irz 1949 1950 bas
We Yelieve that their work contriut4ed
the first full year for these vr
rkers
to the decrease in the number of delinquent referr
als for Td g
ro children
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2 CHILD NELFARE UNIT

The Child Welfare Unit of the District 4 4elfaxe Board carried over 96
children from 56 fan
ilies who were receiving service from the Unit at
the end of the previous year During the period October 1 1949 through

September 30 1950 the Child Welfare Unit received requests for services
to 337 new ciiild
ren but accepted only 310 of this number This comp res
rith 300 cases vThich were given service curing the previous fiscal year
The total lord urine the yeas was 406 children to whom service was given
The Juvenile V1elfare Board provides only for the actual cost of care of
those children receiving lont time foster home care During this period
the Juvenile Welfare Board paid cut 27
11 The total cast of board
l
21
medical and dental care clothing diaper service etc was 322
54
92
but contributions from relatives and others reduced the 1
13oardts share 1
y
581 A total of 12
1
27
196 days of foster care were given 1
389 days

of shelter care and 176 days of housekeeper service

were

In

Table VIII will be found a 1
reakdown of the cost of these various forms

of care frhich had to be met y the Juvenile We1fare Board

The shelter

care and housekeeper service is ruet from state and federal funds as are

the salaries f the workers tr vel expense office expense and other
administrative expenses The total expenditure for this program during

the past year was 43
46 The Juvenile tilelfire Board
762
s part 21
27
411
thus secured an additional amount for services to children of some p22
19
351
from State and Federal funds

Table IX gives a breakdown of the number of requests for various types of
services the sources of the requests the action taken and the major
services to new children accepted during the period
It can be seen from the above that the number of children from whom the

requests for services were received by the Child Welfare Unit of the

District 4 Welfare Board increased by approximately 1
3 over the previous
There was a marked increase in the number of children requiring
foster home care during the last three months of the fiscal year We have

year

already indicated that the Juvenile 1
elfare Board cannot with its present
funds continue to care for the number of children in foster homes which

were in foster homes at the end of the last fiscal railess additional

funds can be secured for this purpose

3 IN SCHOOL COUNSELING SERVICE

The description of this service is being given in detail under Section III
and in Appendix I

Here we merely wish to point out that this service

reached 104 children during the period between March 15 1950 and Septem

ber 30 1950
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4

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

The Child Guidance Clinic was able to ex its services durin this
ra7 eriod as a result cf incre financial suLp
rt from the
Juvenile V4Af rt Board
This ad itir mc in turn was ini big f
tct
The Child
c
in securing lar amcunts
from sources c f
Guidance Clinic off ers a countyride service and has as its tree maj
unctions
f

1 nostic
Diar serV4 CeS to Parents scho
1s and a
c to assist in
a deternminaticn of the abilities characteristics and
xsonality
orcxanizcation of in oys an
1 iris that Iretter g
Innin
1
be made for them

2 Therapy f a li numlber of limited
individuals 1
ecause the til
ne
because the number of staff
required for sycn
y is
cthera
members

as

does not

rcam as neeeted

i ra

In

the
Drkin with the chil ldren and
W
therar t is
L
z
Yin
Pare in m an uncierstandting I Ulle under
lems may 1 e
ol

secured an a change i 1
asic ttitud s
3 Ediucati
hile
Yv

am

ned to na F t the
osi

it is true

need

reventive services
1
in the

may 1

the dev
there is ccinstant need J
n
arrc

U

f an ill ness

s

of

cx na
eiimi a difficulty
ting
ther awencies to

extend tf the h the sch an
Ik

a

ncies

whatevrx

can Ire

1 within the nature of tieir functicns

n atm0s T security nd aff an r sou
D
for zi
of
Ir

metho of s
atisfvJLn

ri

are i7
1 in the

d Lsturl
4

T he
ln make the picture rtiore s a few fi are iven At the
be L f t
h
he
e year BO JndiviJual situations pa rents In r chil
dre n
33 children
were carried over fr the precedin
r yeax An additional 3
came to our attention f
or various sc rvicE s At t
end f the year 9
301 50

a total of 84 children were still receivins active service from tho clinic
The clinic also sees a l
arge num1
er of a rn
o are cc
J with the
ccte
An
child
The par
nt i parents are Iencrally seen first Othcr individuals
who may be
as wi
Tkinz with the child are als s en either hef
or during the 1
eriod f the child
s c
ntact 14here therapy is in pro

the t as well as the chill a
akre re clinic ari eacr with
stifff member
This means then t1hat for the 413 chi n
dr seen
the t tal nin of cI
rences
f
M
4 e
t the clinic vv lv acut 1100 contacts

a different

It is interestin to n to a few of the characteristics

f the

seen

The
and why they are seen
7e was three years to 21 years ritk an
ran
avera
of ten years
Tnere were twice as jnai 1 as iris
i7 Children

ften r
1
h
u
t to the clinic bec
ise f difficulties in D
tt4 n c a 1 n
7
in al cut
out
personality ix blems 1
xithin themselves
of three
o
33
instcnces 1 came for heir on their fl
111
iut

were

with others

one cut of four or 25 were directly referred by the schools
include the Juvenile C
urt 15
9

and all

other si
irces 6

Other sources

County Health Department 12 other a
encies
2

The Clinic maintains offices in both St Petersburg and Clearwater with a
L rcrortion of t
rothirds of the requests for service coming fr
m the former
ana one third from the latter

To carry out its third major function that of education a great variety
of activities were included

There were speeches t many organizatic
ns
as i
arent Teacher Associations church grups clubs and service rgani
ns
zati
The clinic staff iarticioated in many case conferences with
r esentatives
rej

f other a encies

An active part Was plved in the annual

meeting of the Florida State Ccnf rence rf Social fork leadership of panel
discussions nro
ram Tannin and chairmanship of meetings

eirbcrs of the
9

staff of the clinic have been actively interested in the fc
rmatien of the

Tampa Regional lde ntal hygiene Society The Clinic co operated with ether
groups in 31
cnsoring an Institute c
n Enilei
sy The staff of the clinic has
joined in several meetings of a District Heaitn Isscciation There have

been several planning sessi ns with repIresentatives of ether agencies to
develop more effective rela
tensni s

Thus the clinic in its A articular role sees chit s an
I parents in the
clinic itself and carries cut its wrk in the corrLTiunity setting

r
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5 CHILDREN
S SERVICE BUREAU

As we pointed out in our second annual report the Children
s Service Bureau
made available to the Juvenile Court four of its foster homes two for
6elfare Board paid a subsidy
white and two for Negro children The Juvenile 1

of k8
00 a month for each of eight beds kept available for the temporary
detention of delinquent children and paid at the rate of 1
50 per day for
the board and care of a child while in one of these homes

The Children
s

Service Bureau found the homes supervised them and acted as the disbursing
agent to these homes for the Juvenile Welfare Board This is done at no

cost to the Board for staff time and adrr
inistrative services During
the past year 619 days of care were given to 26 boys and 13 girls in these
homes at a cost of 60
703
1
Foster Homes

In addition to this service the Children
s Service Bureau

has provided foster home care for a number of children for whom they had
homes especially adapted to the needs of certain children and the Juvenile
Welfare Board has only paid the actual cost of maintenance of the children

During the past year the Children
s Service Bureau cared for 18 children

11 girls and 8 boys for a total of 2
628 days at a cost of 38
639 to
2
the Juvenile Welfare Board

It is desirable to point out that the Children
s Service Bureau served a
total of 118 children from 98 families daring the fiscal year Many others
received counseling service and other help and are not included in these
figures

Below will be found a comparison between the 19481949 and 1949
1950 fiscal
years as to temporary care and foster care provided by the s
Children
Service Bureau

Temporary Care
Days
Children

1948 1949

1949 1950

271

619

26

39

820
1

626
2

9

19

Foster Care

Days
Children
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V

VES FOR TIE CO
OBJECTI
JIING YEAR

In our second annual report we listed a number of objectives for the fiscal
In looking back over those objectives we found that all

year just passed

In this our third annual report we are listing
objectives which seem to us important as immediate goals It may very well
be that we cannot attain all of them but we can keep them in mind as goals
listed had been attained

toward which we should work
1

The immediate objectives are

Prevent misunderstandings and obstacles from interfering with the
carrying out of agreements among agencies It is inevitable that

interpretations on procedures and methods will require clarification
The Juvenile Welfare Board has been given the responsibility to act
as a sort of clearing house for problems which arise Our Number One

objective then is to maintain and increase the good relationships
which now exist among all the groups serving children
20

In cooperation with the United Churches the Welfare Council and
other interested groups to establish an organization for marriage
counseling with its ow n board and staff at least on a demonstration
basis for a period of three years

In this connection we wish to

emphasize the need for an increase in training for marriage and
family life in our schools
3

Interest some club or group of clubs in financing a worker for family
casework problems to be added to the Children
s Service Bureau staff

4

Urge the Children
s Service Bureau to undertake adoption placement
service

5

Cooperate with the Department of Public Instruction in finding
teachers with proper qualifications for teaching exceptional children

6

Strengthen shelter and temporary detention care program through

cooperation with the Child 1elfare Unit of the District 4 Kelfare

Board and the Children
s Service Dureau

7

Cax on and expand the service of the School Counseling Service to
ry
include a study of results of treatment given the children

B

Assist the Juvenile Court Child Welfare Unit Child Guidance Clinic

and other organizations working with children to improve their
services and fill gaps in services when possible
9

Urge legislation to protect c
u ldren from placement in substandard
objectionable and destructive foster placement by providing that
homes and institutions which accept children must obtain a license

certifying that they have complied with acceptable standards before
they can accept children for foster care
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10

Work for a change in the law relating to the admission of children
to places where liquor is served so that they cannot be exposed to
beer halls barrooms and other destructive public influences

11

Encourage the Extension Division of the state universities to

provide extension courses in ItCase and Personality Development
in the county
12

The organization of an orientation course for the chairmen of welfare
committees of the various clubs groups and other organizations
interested in welfare projects

SCHOOL COU14SELING SERVICE
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT REPORT

APPENDIX I

March 15 1950 to October 1 1950
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SCHOOL COUNSELING SEhJICE
DEMONSTRATIOAi FIROJECT fEPORT

March 15 1950 to October 1 1950
Introduction

In 1947 the Junior League of St Petersburg sponsored for the Juvenile
lelfare Board of Pinellas County Florida a survey of services for

children and youth in Pinellas County

This survey vial conducted by

J Gordon Crowe Education Director of the New York State Youth Commis
sion

A report of this survey published in October of 197 popularly

referred to as the Crowe Report

discussed available services for

children in the county in the follovaing areas

Child pay Carte Child

Placement Child Labor Correction Delinquency Detention Education
Group Work health Juvenile Court Juvenile Probation Lavv Enforcement
Iental Hygiene 1Aentally and Physically Handicapped Recreation and So
I
cial Welfare

Specific recommendations v made for the improvement
of existing services and for the initiation of otter services which v
not then provided Many of these recommendations have been carried out

and have become routine practices in the Juvenile lelfare program in

the county They have been described
Reports of the Juvenile WeV lfar Board

in the First and 3
cond Annual

Others including certain as
pects of education and delinquency needed further study and demonstra
tion

It was generally agreed that the symptoms of maladjustment which lead
to eventual juvenile court referral are often identifiable in home and
It was also agreed that correction
school at a relatively early age
of such maladjustments required the cooperative efforts of home and
school and in some cases the assistance of existing social agencies
iith facilities and trained personnel for child welfare work Ideally
in such a preventive program counseling should be a
valable for all
children and all parents

Since all children attend school a plan v born for a demonstration
project within the school program which would make available to parents
and teachers and to the children themselves the professional services
of a guidance staff trained in psychological and case work methods
The Juvenile Welfare Board and the Junior League of St Petersburg
agreed to underwrite such a project Funds were made available for a

three year program limited geographicall
v to three schools two elemen
tary and one junior high school selected as being typical of school

populations from the standpoint ofpermanency of residence socioeco
nomic status end progressive school Practices

The

services of a

clinical psychologist one trained social worker and a parttime secre
tary were secured Office space and furniture were provided by the
Department of Public Instruction

Office supplies and psychometric

equipment were supplied by the Juvenile Welfare Board and salaries
were to be jointly met by the Juvenile Welfare Board and the Much
Junior
of
League and the United Churches of Greater St Petersburg
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the

preliminary planning was undertaken by the social worker Mrs I11enabelle
Dame who brought to the undertaking a rich experience in welfare work
in the county having previously worked with the State 1
Jelfare Board and
the Juvenile Court of Pinellas County Through her social work and
church contacts she was ideally suited to initiate the public relations
aspects of the program

She Dr Herbert Williams Director of the Ju

venile Welfare Board and P Floyd Christian County Superintendent of
Public Instruction held meetings with teachers principals and social
ncy groups outlining the purposes of the project They secured the
g
a
cooperation of all interested groups and initiated the program in Jan
uary of 1950

The assignment of the psychologist in the latter part of March gave impe
tus to the work already started and made it possible to go forward with
more nearly adequate services Emphasis has been upon case work with
individual children rarent education through talks at parent teacher
meetings professional leadership in parent study groups conferences
with parents of individual children under study and stimulation of lay
leadership in other parent activities

Emphasis too has been in helping teachers see the children under
their care as inci
riduals subject to the many pressures deprivations
ambitions and other motivations which affect their academic imrk in the
class rooms
This has been done through individual and group confc
ren
ces with
teachers attendance at regular teaching staff meetings and
being otherwise identified as members of the regul
r school staff

This has been helpful too in establishing rapport with the children
since they see us in end out of the schools as part of their daily en
vironment rather than as specialists from an outside agency
Much time and thought has been given to the development of adequate

forms of recordin and reporting Refinements of techniques adopted
will continue to be one
of our goals in the hope that such methods as
are found useful here may be suggestive to others rendering Hied
services

Facilities of the project have been made available for internship train

ing to three graduate students from Florida universities

Mr Joseph

Ca a first year student from the School of Socia
stro
ra
l fork at Florida
State University Tallahassee was assigned to the project for field
work tr
ing during the spring term 191
in
950 Mr Frank G Lnnre a
second year student during the fall term 1950 51 E inited internship

training was made avSilable during the summer of 1950 to r Don f
11akeling who did volunteer work in the area of educational psychology
from the University of Florida Gainesville
These young men not ohly had the advantage of supervised experience in
their respective fields but also contributed toward the work of the
project by undertaking assignments which might otherwise have been
minimized

Analysis of the number of children seen the problems far which they
were referred an indication of the 1
v brkFround from which ti
4
ey
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came the number of contacts with home school or other persons will
be found on the follmiing gages A review of the project at this time

seemed indicated not only because it marked the end of a fiscal period
but also because it marked
the end of an initial period of organization
and the beginning of a routine program of study and therapy It should
be kept in mind that this report is based upon referrals at the begin
ning of a three year study These referrals represent a backlog
of
maladjustments accumulated over a period of years in elementary schools
Counseling thus began at the beginning of the project and not at the be

ginning of the children
s problems when correction could have been

undertaken more readily and with more hope for better adjustment

It

is hoped that when this backlog of present cases has been cleared away
more preventive work can be done with young children thus limiting the
need for more intensive and long ter therapy

The project staff wishes to express its appreciation for the kindly
direction given by Dr Herbert D tiirilliams Director of the Juvenile
Welfare Board to 11r Floyd Christian Superintendent of Schools to
Mr John Sexton Miss N Stine and 11
iss Natalie Stirling prin
cipals of the cooperating schools to the parents and teachers who so

willingly carried out suggestions made to them in their daily contacts
with the children under study Our thanks are due too to the Many
welfare agencies which have given wholehearted support and cooperation

of
We should like to ac
mowledge thc able as
our secretary Mrs Frclnces Christenson who has undertaken the arduous
preparation of the statistical data in this and in our monthly reports

to our program

Acknowledgment is also made to the Juvenile Welfare Board and to the
Junior League of St Petersburg for their vision in making this demonstra
tion possible

tistical Data on Referrals
Sta

N

BER
1

Daring the ne between January l5 to October 1 1950 a
total of 104 children were referred to the School Counseling

Service from Gle
noak Lakeview and South Side Junior High School

Re

ferrals were initiated by the teachers frequently after consultation
with one or both parents and were forwarded to the counselors by the

principal using a standard referral form provid
d for that purpose
Of these 104 children 75 were accepted for study Data on these child
ren appear in the follo statistical reports Fourteen were referred
to other agencies five moved out of the district served by the Project
and ten are pending acceptance In addition to these ten fortyseven
children previously accepted have been carried over as actives cases
on October 1 1950

Out of a school population of 403 children Glenoak made 20 referr
or about 5 of its total popula
ticn Of 29 enrolled at Lakeview 23

or 7o were referred i
hile South Side Junior High rude 32 referrals or
about 50 of its total population of 625

These figures approximate

the number of such children found in all of the schools of Pinellas
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County as reported in the Survey of Problem Children in the Public
Schools

SrY

Of the 75 children accepted for service 58 780 were boys while
17 220 were girls

o OF

BOYS

GIRLS

Glenoak

16

Lakeview
South Side

20

4
3

22

10

SCHOOL

TAL
TO

23
32

58

17

75

0 of Total Ref

78

22

100

TOTAL

5

403
295

20

Total

AGE AND GRADE

SCHOOL POPULATION

7
5

625
1323

In age they ranged from five to seventeen years and in

grade from kindergarten through ninth grade

Boys seemed

most prone to get into difficulties at ages 8 12 nd 14 while the girls

Approximately onethird of all child
ren referred were at the 12 to 14 year level Difficulty seemed most like
clustered around the 1L year level

ly for boys in the second fourth and seventh grades

These correspond to

shifts in emphasis in the curricular patterns for reeding social studies

and promotion from the one teacher classroom pattern to having a different
teacher for different subjects with the necessary movement from room to
room
The girls appear to be able to make the adjustment better at the
lower levels than do the boys the difficult stages for the girls appear
ing at the seventh and ninth grade levels

Kindergarten first and fifth

grades appear to offer least trouble for the youngsters as a whole
GIRLS

TOTAL

5

0

1

6

2
0

4
4

8

3

11

7

2

10

6

0

9
6

11

3
11

0

3

1

12

13
14
15

3
7

2

6

5
13

4

0

4

16

1

1

2

17

1

0

1

58

17

75

AGE RA

ry

8

9

12

TOTAL

BOYS

2
4
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GRADE R
uG

B01S

GIPILS

TOTAL

1

0

1

4

1

5

2

S

3

11

3
4

2

b

0

6

4
9
4
6

7

12

4

9
5
6
16

8

7

2

9

3

4

9
7

58

17

75

Kindergarten

5

TOTAL

EDERAL INTELLIG
G
NCr

l
0

1

In general intellectual ability these children

ranged from 39 IQ to 133 Imo as measured by indi
vidual psychological examinations
NO

IQ sce
ES
P

PUPILS

30
40 49
5059

0

6069

0

7070
80 89
90 99

8

1
1

6

19
13
9
5

100 109
110 119
120129
130 139

1

Not determined

12

TOTAL

75

All children were given more than one test

in addition to the mental

test an attempt was made in each case to get some insight into person
ality factors which were influencing his behavior This was accomplished

through interviews and through administration of one or more personality
inventories

In all 119 psychological examinations were giver as

follows

Recent test results were available from other sources and were
utilized in these cases

J4
a

140

TEST

Stanford Binet Form L
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
Wechsler Bellvue Intelligence Scale Form I
Rorschach

Goodenough

Drawing a Man

Symonds Picture Story Test
Brown Personality Inventory for Children

GIVEN

40
2
19
14
17
3
5

Academic Tests
Other

4

TOTAL

119

The kind of problems for which children were re
ferred for study varied greatly Maladjustments

RIBA FOR REFERRAL

may be caused by many factors which are not obvious to the casual observer
Frequently the basic disturbing factors lie outside the function of the
from other agencies better equipped to meet

school and help must be
the needs

In several instances service was transferred to the County

Health Department t
h State Welfare Board the Children
s Service Bureau
or other social agency groups after an initial study by the School Coun
seling Service Original referrals were classified roughly as follows
tendance Problems
At

uency Problems
Delin

chronic truancy frequent periodic absence
occasional unexplained absence
behavior so unsocial or anti social as to re

quire an authoritative measure

These inclu

ddd such conduct disorders as lack of respect for authority profane
language and sex difficulties stealing and lying
Educational Prob
lems

mental and or educational retardation need for

vocational guidance and special disabilities as
in lack of reading skills
Emot P

uncontrolled temper outbursts running away from

school or home or both bedwetting nervousness

listlessness immaturity and fa
sy life
nta
Health Pro

malnutrition visual or hearing defects orthopedic
handicaps

el Problems
G
re
fa

economic need disturbed family relations inade

quate parental control and personality difficulties
in the parent

Data from test batteries routinely given in the schools were used

for evaluating functioning level in the various subjects since these tests
were given by the teachers concurrently with our case studies
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TOTAL N 1
14BER OF CONTAC ON CASK

The number of contacts per case
varied greatly some children being

seen only or twice those being carried for therapy being seen as
many times as forty three the average being six A total of 481 contacts
with children their families teachers and collaterals was recorded

Other meetings for case discussion with school principals or entire teach
ing staffs social agency conferences telephone and letter contacts on
cases Amounted to 483 in all

These have been considered separately from
direct child familyteacher contacts inas
ch as some records have been
ru
kept for only two months and hence the
figures could not be considered
representative

A more detailed analysis of these contacts follows

L
T
AK

Home

Office

Visi

Visit

a Children

6

b Family

9

c Teachers
d Collaterals
TOTAL

21
8

T rG
J
n
f
Ir7 v

Home
Visit

14
33

7

rr
r

n
S0UTH J 1
lJL

Office

Home

Office

Visit

Vis

Visit

29

30

106

2

20

9
49

39

5

8

13

56

20

54

60

126

64

501

177
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d0 CONTACT
District lvlelfare Board 4

Juvenile Court

43
41
40
26
14

City Social Service

11

Child Guidance Clinic

Social Service Exchange
s Service Bureau
Children

Health Department

6

Juvenile Welfare Board
Catholic Charities

3

Police Department
All agency conference

2

1

1
1 0

215

Letters

42

on these two items were kept for September only

36

81

14 13

Case Conferences and Other Agency Contacts

Telephone contacts

206
105
09
1

Meetings with Principals andior Teachers

TOTAL all conferences

Total

FUTILY STATUS

It has been generally believed that most seriously dis
turbed children come from homes that are broken through
death or divorce
Data acquired so far in our study indicate that while
divorce and multiple marriages do have a serious effect upon children
from the standpoint of divided loyalties irregularities in disciplinary
controls and inadequate provision for continuity of personal ties of
friendship and of school programming membership in conflict homes can
be and frequently is as devastating to the emotional health of the child
It is highly significant that of the 75 children seen for intensive study
41 or 54

Vaere living with their ofm parents

Significant also is the fact that 34 of the children
75 were the oldest
children in the family while 20 were second oldest Family size ranged

from one child to eight the average family for our population consisting
of 3 children
One can only speculate at this time about these facts
It may be that the older children were born during the war years when

frequent changes of residence and family instabilities were corri
on or
during the period of reorientation of their parents in the post war years
Whatever the cause it would appear that the older children in these f
mi
li felt
have the emotional deprivations more keenly than those born
s
later and have reacted accordingly

Since inter family relationships aro of primary importance in the mental

health of our children and of their parents considerable emph
nsis has
been placed upon understanding the f milt group with due respect to the

r sponsibilities mbitions and needs of the individual members

For the

most part parents have welcomed such interpretation s could be given

them concerning their own management of their children and their
tion was readily given in home school adjustments

coopera

in some cases marriage

counseling was sought and suggestions were made concerning husbandwife
relationships
1LIGIOU DA
R
GfiOUND
r
C

An attempt was made to record the church ia
ffil
a
tion of the fmilies of the children studied since
the church should be a controlling influence in the development of moral
and ethical standards of its members
Since Baptists and Methodists pre

dominate in this community one would expect a predominn
te nu
ber of re
ferrals from these denominations

This proved to be the c
se with eigh
teen and fifteen from these two groups respectively It is recognized
that these affiliations are often in name onl
v and do not reflect active

participation in church activities Ie believe hot ever that these child
ren present a challenge to the various denominational groups if the

churches are to meet the needs of their people through progra
is for child
ren and youth
FOLLOW UP

k followup of those children Laao
An to the service during
the spring and surrmer months to determine adjustment at
the
beginning of the fa
11 term Many had changed schools because of promotion

to a higher school i
e elementary to junior high school or junior
high to senior high school several had moved away from St Petersburg
and several had transferred to other elementary schools which were not in

the geographic area served by the project
will be followz

Those promoted to higher schools
by ttae grt2ida
nce pt
eaff iii
i their new pchools i
e South

7M

INTRODUCTION

In June 1949 two reports on guidance in the schools in Pinellas County
Florida were made public
One surLmarized the thinking of a group of
classroom teachers and nri
ncipais who held a vorkshop on guidance in

cooperation with the General Extension Bureau of the University of Florida
The second was called Quidnnce Through Cooperation cf School and Community
Agencies These reports together with the Directory of Social Agencies
in Pinellas County

served as handbooks and guides for school agency

cooperation

In September 1950 with tine organization of the Pupil Welfare and Attendance
Department in the county school system the need arose to integrate the
work of the Visiting Teachers into the guidance pattern and to establish

methods of ref orral and of reporting in order that clear lines of communi
cation and areas of responsibility might be evident Mtr John Seaton
representing the associntions of principals in elementary junior and

senior high schools met with the four Visiting Teachers the representa

tives of the School Counseling Staff and the Child and Family Committee of
the Community r
lelfare Council to drxir up a plan to meet this need
With tree classroom teacher as the focal point for the identification of
s needs with regard to welfare attc
children
ndance education health
emotional disturbance or tendencies toward
delinquency referral procedures

were set up as outlined is the chart attached
The development of this plan and the success of its operation are due to
the
hearted cooperation of school and agency personnel who have
given many hours of thought to ror ing out its details Section I

indicates the areas of maladjustment and Section II Referral Procedures
Section I

PUPIL WELFARE

IM r TTE dD
INCE DEPART
MNLT

Board of Public Instructicn

Pinellas County Public Schools

Floyd T Christian Superintendent
h1emoranda on 1
11ethod of Study and Re
sources

for Childrenin Pinellas County
Absence from school is frequently a symptom of serious maladjustment and
In seeking to
may be the outward sign of some other problem or problems
help solve these problems case workers of the Department of Pupil G elfs
re
and Attendance will look beyond the overt behavior to identify underlying
causes for the absences

Roughly these may be divided into the following classifications
1 Problems in E
ttendonce

when no apparent reason is available
2 Delinquency when t
ie behavior is so acute as to require authori
tative measures
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3 Emotional problems where psychological or psychiatric diagnJsis

and case work therapy are ndicatcd

4 Educational problems where additicnal educat Tonal mental or
other objective tests are required

5 Health problems where physical needs or disabilities are apparent
6 Wolfare problems involving financial or other assistance to tile
child or his fam
Lly

In any else preliminary study by the visiting teacher should involve a
thor scrutiny of the child
u
s permanent record and health car
s con
A
ferences with the principal and teachers familiar with the childTs needs
before recourse is wade to an out ofsool agency Next clear cc through
the Social Service Exchange will indicate which agencies if any are
already working with the fa
nily thus eliminating duplication of effort
and confusion of aims

A careful evaluation of the

s needs vnrill
child

then indicate which agency will be best fitted and able to meet these
needs
An indication of types of services availible is given under each
type of problem
Attendance Problems

Chronic truancy frequent periodic absences occasional unexplained
absences are usually symptoms of ether disturbing factors
Resour

Scrutiny of record card for 11E
alth data discrepancies in test
record scores
Home Visit

Cdld Guidance Clinic except Glenoak Lakeview South Side Junior High
School Counseling Service Glenoak Lakeview South Side Junior High only
Delinquency Problems

Violation of any municipal ordinances or criminal statute of the state

except murder rape or ar
med robbery incorrigibility persistent
truancy associat1Gn 171 tit criTninals or ViCi US or ymTnor 1 persons patronage

of gambling house or place where spirituous liquors f
xe sold exchanged
or given aY
ay
Resources

Juvenile Welfare Board
Juvenile

Court

Child Guidance Clinic

School Counseling Service
Juvenile Officer ofPolice Department
Community Day Nursery 1der children nay re kapt home tirh le mother
works to care for pre school age brother or
sister
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Emotional Problems

Stealing lying running avTV truancy bed wetting timidity nervousness
undue agressiveness
Resources

Child Guidance Clinic

School Counseling S
Childrents Service Bureau

Child u E lf
are Unit of State Jelfare Bcxd District 4
Mini st
rial Association

Salvation army
Catholic Charities

Educational Table is

Inability to do the work of his rade not working up to capacity needs
re relad
gedial
ing etc
First study school rc card for ITIental and educational test records

I these are in
I
de uate or 4 ncc
mplete request addliticnal tests at
Resources

Child Guidance Clinic

School Counseling Service

Vocational Rehabilitation Service for children over lb only
Health Pr

Dental caries hearing or visual defects orthopedic handicaps malnutrition
i7ni against corimunicable disease home visits by school nurse
general physical exa
linaticns an
r

hSpit
lization

Res urces

Family Physician

School nurse Pinellas Count 4 alth Department
City Division of Social S rvices

County Welfare Department
Gulfport Council

American Legis n Crz
ppled Childrent s Hospital
Florida Council for the Blind
Hiatt

all

lfare Pr Dblems
Vdc

Financial assistance or advisory service for food clnthing shelter
medicine and hospitalization child welfare services for dependent c
nd
neglected children unmarried riothers
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Resources

Veterans families
General Services

American Red Cross

State VVelfare Board City
ylffelfare and County

Nolfare both temporary
riergency Shelter Care
R

CiLdIchrenIs Service Buren u State Welfare

Board Child Nelfare Unit Salve tinn Army
Short term foster care

s Service Bureau State Welfare
Children
Board Child Velfar2 Unit
Neglected or dependent children
Juvenile 1
eifare Board Juvenile
0
Court where authority is needed
Financial Aid and Advisory Service
City Division cf Social
Services n
alvati
S
Nlarriao and F
e
Tnily Ccl
unseling

Juvenile V Board

Care for Children cf pre
school age while mother
Day Nursery

Community

Section II
REFKKLA1 PROCEDU1

When a teacher discovers that a child presents one of the prc
blems
described n n
note s ould be written to the Principal calling attention
to that child giving a description of the nature cf the problem ho it
has Present6d itself what the teacher kn ab the family situation
incid vvliich illustrate
that is pertine to the n
roblem and
now the problem as co
tie to the teach
s attention
er

llealth problems
I

will be referred to the Public Health Nurse directly and wall not
through the nrincic
al Other problems o the T
aront wishes to make
his own referral to app
ropriate agenciez will not go tltlroU
h the
procedure outlined here

The principal will report the child and the probleM to the visiting
teacher assigned to the school w
re the school takes the initiative in
the referral

He will add to the inl
rmiatim furnished by the teacher
such additi
ial information as he may nave which has a bearing on the
in cases of serious delinquenCIT
s problems
child
sure as vandalis
rn
4
r
breaking and ent and a ravted assault the principal mnay 0 1 e ct
to c thC Xclice but will inform the Visiting Teacher of the actL
n
L
taken to aid the Visiting Teacher in future work with
the family and child
0

7

L

1

17

Upon receiving a referral fro
m the principal the Visiting Teacher will
clear the case with the Social Service Exchan in St Petersburg if the
child and h
is family live in the grE
ater St rsbur
et area If the
F
the
family and the child live in the county
covered by the
Exchange the Visiting Teacher will call the District 4 4elfaxe Bcard
the County

Denartment and the Punerican Re
j Cross in Clearwater for
inf about what a if emy are active on the case or with the
family The Visiting Teacher w also visit the hcdmo for the purpose of
discussing with the parents the Ii
roblej cone r
r
ed and for the purpose of
gaining the coops ration of the

in referring the case to t fie

priate agency where such r6fcrral is advisable

Arrano

i ro

should be

made for a conference with the agency staff or an appuint should be

made for the child and
or his Pare
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Following the referral the a
rency accepting referral will have responsibility
for fcllo up on the case and resorting promptly to the visiting teacher
failure to keep an appointment or other action taken

In these scho
1 cases them is a nutual responsibility for the Pupil vfelfare
d

Attendance Department of the schools and the agency to which referr
ra
has been made to keep each other informed of developments

an

The visiting teachers should thoroughly inf rm themselves about the
functions and resources of each agency so that proper referral can be
made to the ppropri ate agency They in turn can inform rir
cipals and
chers regarding the functions and facilities of the various agencies
tca

and the type of services which each can give

The visiting teachers too
can bring to the agencies more complete irfor
ration about the resources
to be found in the schools
Better integration and coordination of effort
will result in developing the chilc
ts potentialities to and ever greater
extent
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h2EIJT DrTEEN Tiiv JUVET3ILE
AGREF

B0 HD OF

PINELLAS COUNTY AND THE DISTRICT r rhjFLFTAE BOARD

PURPOSE

The Juvenile Nelfare Board of Pinellas County and the District 4
elfare Board are now working under an agreement affective for

the period from October 1 1949 through September 30 1950 for
the purpose of providing services to children in Pinellas County
particularly in the area of care for dependent children in need
of place
ment away from their own homes

Both parties to the agreement wish to continue it for the period

beginning October 1 1950 and extending through September 30 1951
The agreement follows
ST FF

All staff for the Child Welfare Unit will be employed by District
4 l elfare 1 under the Arterit System Plan of the State i
elfare
Such sta
ff grill be responsible to the District 4 elfa
14
1
re
Board
Policies of administration and

Board through its Director

operation will be determined by the District i4 71elfare Po
rd and
put into effect by the Director
FUNDS

The Juvenile Welfare Bo rd of Pinellas County agrees to su ply an

average of up to X1
00 per month the amount depending upon
500

expenditures for the period from October 1 1950 through Septem
ber 30 1951 so long as the District r4 aIelfire Do rd services
continue to meet the needs as outlined under Services below

and subject to a review not later than March 31 1951 of the
program and any necessary revision of the amount of alloc
ated funds
any revision to be based on
demonstration of need during the interim
period and on the experience of that period
The District 4 Vdelfa
re hoard agrees to pay the administrative cost

and provide services to children through a Child Velf are Unit and
to provide staff for this purpose

One member of District 4 4elfare staff will be bonded in the sum

of p2
000 and will be authorized to sign all checks
SERVICES I

7ses accepted for care by other a oncies prior to this
C

agreement will be acce
ted for transfer by the District 14
delfare Board only on an individual planning basis
II

From the sum allocated by the Juvenile I
elfare Doard the
District 4 itelfare Board will pay costs of maintenance for
children for whom long time foster care is needed away from
their homes provided however that there are no other unre

stricted available resources from which such payments can be
obtained

The District

4 Welfare Board agrees to secure

foster homes for children needing longtime foster care away
from their own homes and to supervise the homes secured and
the children placed in them through the staff as provided
for under the section Staff as outlined below The District

i4 Velfare Board further agrees to provide emergency shelter
care on a 24hour basis for dependent and neglected children

in need of such emergency care wiienever the same has been
determined

5c

III

District 7
4 lf
elfare Board iill make available such other services

including any financial assistance throuh state federal and other
sources s are possible

These services are classified generally

as follows
1

Casework services to children and families who seek counseling
or services because of the needs of the

2

children

In cooperation with specialized agencies to give services to
physically and mentally handicapped children and when indicated
to help such children make social educational and vocational
adjustment to their handicapped conditions

3

Protective services to children in situations involving negl
and abuse

4

Services to delinquent children within the limitations outlined
by the agency and in accordance riith agreements with local courts

5

Services in situations indicating the need for social protection
of young girls

6

Services to un
narried mothers and their children

7

Provision for casework services and studies in response to inquiries
and requests from other agencies regarding childrents situations

8

The placement of children in foster homes in accordance with case
ivork plan and continuing services to the children and their famillies
following placement

9

The referral to licensed child caring institutions of children
needin group foster care

10

Housekeeper services

11

Studies of adoptive homes assigned by tile state office following
the filing of petitions for the adoption of children who have not
been permanently committed to duly licensed child placing agencies
When possible agencies handling negro adoption placements and
subsequent supervision of such placement

12

Studies of fost
er homes to be used for the placement of children
and referrals of the studies

of foster homes to the state office

for licensing action by the State lfare
ie Hoard
4
13

Services to child caring institutions upon the request of the
institutions

14

Cooperation with community groups in developing and strengthening
programs for services to children such as services to children

of working mothers health and welfare programs
IV

Situations which do not fall within these available services will he

brought to the attention of the Juvenile ielfare Board
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V

Having accepted a case for study andor service the District
welfare Board will retain full responsibility for providing
for the child needs it being understood that this agreement
does not interfere with the legal responsibilities and juris
diction of the Court

VI

The District 4 liielf are Board will attempt to enter written
agreements with other agencies giving services to children

in Pinellas County to avoid duplicaticn and overlapping of
services

REPORTS

The District 4 Vd
elfare oard will present a monthly statement of
expenditures from the sum allocated by the Juvenile Vielfare Hoard

to that body and a supplementary report of the number and kinds

of cases served and such other data as may be helpful in a mutual
evaluation of the 1
rogram provided however that case names and
identifying material shall not be publicized
Books shall be regularly kept by the D
istrict 4 welfare Board and
shall he open on demand to the Juvenile Welfare Board An audit
of funds su
rlied by the Juveni Velf
are Board will be made at
the end of the fiscal period

rZ vT LET jEEN THE SCHOOL COUNSELING SERVICE
AGREE
OF THE JUVENILE rELFARE i30RD
AND THE DISTRICT
Ia

VY LF LPE BOARD

PURPOSE

To outline procedures for securing information for the use of the School
Counseling Service in cases known to the ADC or Child 1
4elfare Unit

workers of the District 4 i
elfare Board and to work out proper coorera
tive relationships

The need for this agreement arose from the fact that children in ADC
fLmilies or children under the care of the Child V1elfare Unit are found

attending the three schools in which the School Counseling Service operates
The problem relates to the method of securing the information contained
in the records of the District 4 Velfare o rd and additional informa
tion which may be needed by the School Counseling Service in most effec
tively meeting the needs of the individual child concerned
mL

II

THIS AGREETi6ENT PROVIDES THAT
A

The School Counseling Service will register its cases with the Social
Service Exchange and will contact the appropriate division of the
District 4 Welfare Board in all cases active with the District 4

Welfare Board
B

Arrangements will be made by the social worker of the School Counseling

Service for a conference with the social worker of the District 4

Y4elfare Board active in the case for the purpose of securing infor
mation available in the records in the District 4 welfare Board
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C

Agreement will be reached for the social worker of the School Counseling
Service to visit the home and obtain such additional inf ormation as may

be needed in arriving at a clearer understanding of the total needs of
the child
D

Whenever the needed examinations have been made and the case history

information has been gathered the social iorker with the School Counsel
ing Service will take the initiative in arranging for a conference with
the interested staff of the District 4 Welfare Board at which a
cooperative plan will be worked out
E

A decision will be reached as to the division of responsibility for the
carrying out of the plan The decision will also be made as to delegation

of responsibility for wr tir
g up a summary of the findings and recommend
ations resulting from this conference

Copies of this summary will be

filed with each agency
F

This agreement further provides that close contact shall be maintained
between the two agencies to insure cooperative effort in meeting the
needs

of the child

VliELFARE BOARD OF PIINF LT4
S COUNTY 1
AND TI
E CHILD GUILDANCE CLINIC OF PINE
LAS COUNTY 2

AGREaIIIENT BETsvEEN TIPS JUVEI
dIL

AGENCY 1

The Juvenile Welfare Bo rd of Pinellas County was created by

an act of the legislature of the State of Florida in 1945 and
subsequently amended in 1947 and 1949 for the purpose of pro
viding coordinating services for child and youth iv2lfar e with
broad po
vers and duties as defined in the ct
AGENCY 2

The Child Guidance Clinic was created in 1944 to provide
necessary mental hygiene services for children From its
beginning up to and including the present time it has main
tained a two fold program consisting of the following

l A progrca
m to help prevent the development of emotional
maladjustments through community education which will
acquaint teachers parents and personnel of social
agencies with
n beings
a the personality development of husnla
b the fundamental needs of children which must be

c

met in order to insure hood emotional health
the importance of human relationships in social
living

d

the co
unity resources available to help in
enabling children to rax into happy useful
members of

society

2 A program of study and treatment
the capabilities of children with
a to determine

special physical mental and emotional handicaps

b

to evaluate the intellectual and the personality
developments of children under care of other

e

to enable children and parents to identify and
correct be inning signs of maladjustment
to help those already maladjusted to become
Emotionally healthier children and adults

community agencies

d
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OF
NATURE
NT
5
AuREE

The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County will have contri

buted financially by September 30 1950 a sum total of 17
100
to the maintenance of the Child Guidance Clinic of Pinellas

County since the latter agency became a county wide clinic on

April 1 1948 The Juvenile liwelfare Board herewith agrees to
pay the salaries of to social worker not to exceed 4
200 and a
clinical psychologist not to exceed 5
000 for the period

October 1 1950 to September 30 1951
STAFF

All staff members of the Child Guidance Clinic shall be employed
by the Director of the Clinic subject to the approval of the
personnel committee of the Board of Directors of the Clinic
All members of the staff shall satisfy the minimum requirements
of the rdier it System of the Florida State Board of Health Such
staff will be responsible to t
1e Director of the Clinic

Policies

of administration and operation will be determined by the Child
Guidance Clinic Board and will be put into affect by the Director
SERVIZOES

The Child Guidance Clinic will continue to carry on the services
as outlinLd in its above written two
fold program including

examination and treatment of cases referred by t1le Juvenile Court
Child Welfare Unit the Children
s Service Burieau the public
schools parents County Health Dep
artment and other individuals
to the extent of st
ff time available
WRITTEN

Vritten reports of the Child Guidance Clinic shall be distributed

REPORTS

to the members of the Clinic Board of Directors at its monthly

meetings and a copy thereof sent to the Director of thE Juvenile
1Nelfare Board

Supplementary reports and studies of the number

and kinds of cases served and such other data whi ch will be
helpful in mutual Evaluation of the program excepting case
names and identifying material will also be supplied to the
Juvenile tIelfare Board when requested
aNCIAL
FINT
AUDITING

Financial books shall be kept by the Child Guidance Clinic Board
and shall be open upon written request by any and all financially
contributing agencies

An audit of funds rill be made at the

end of the fiscal period and a copy will be sent to the Juvenile
uelfarE Board

AGREETYMT BE
EEN THE
u
T
PINELLiiS COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AND Tr
E JUVENILE COURT

INTRODUCTION

This agreement nrovides for the tyre of cases to be referred
by the public schools to the Juvenile Court the procedure

to be followed prior to such referral and the method of
procedure by the court and the public schools following such
ref err
l
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

It is agreed that all pupils irregular in attendance and

presenting problems of social maladjustment coming to the
attention of individual principals will be referred by the principal to the
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visiting teacher assigned to his or her school from the Pupil 1
7elfare and
Attendance Department

These referrals rill be made on forms to be supplied

to the teacher and principals by the Pupil 1 elfare and Attendance Department

The visiting teacher will immediately clear the case with the Social Service
Exchange in lovrer Pinellas County and with District Welfare Board and the
County I Department in upper Pinellas County to determine what agencies
are acouainted with the family

Accompanying this the visiting teacher will

make a complete investigation for the purpose of determining 1
actors contri
As
a
part
of
this
complete
buting to Ids truancy or other maladjustment

study conferences will to held with the pupil the principal the parents

and efforts made to meet the child
s needs

In the event that this individual approach to the problem is unsatisfactory
a case conference will be called at the school or at the superintendent
s
office at which the parents principal and visiting teacher will be present

Only cases where all of the resources of the schools as outlined above have
been ineffective will be r eferred to the probation d partment of the Juvenile
Court

This referral will be made on forms att
c led accom hied by a
a

covering letter and a na
rx
ative surMar
y of contacts and conferences and

will be made by the visiting teacher assigned to the school The visiting
teacher will include the findings and recomnendatcns rE
itin from the
su

hearings sponsored by the Pul
il lfare
te and E ttendanec Depa
v
nent indicating
rt
to what extent the responsibility for the maladjustment lies with the
parents a
nd to what extent it lies with the child or other persons
FENILE COURT
JU

The probation department gill review the information the

A

findings and recommendations of the visiting teacher

member of the probation staff will nuke a dome visit and notify the parents
of the court
s interest

Following this it will be deterr
ned whether to hold an inf or
i
ral hear
in and
ith the
whether the y
arerits alone or the

Iyents and the child todeth
r

visiting teacher will be asked to attend an informal hearing

At the informal
This

hearing agree
rnent will be rFached as to the procedure to be followed

may involve further use of other nent
treat resources or a det to
petition the court for a hearing before the Judde to be hold as soon as
possible

The principal of the school irlill

hearing before the Judge

be invited to attend the court

The Judge will det who is responsible for

the child
s maladjustment and take such action as to him see
ns wi
se

This

may take the form of placing the child on 1Probation rcfe
ring hi
r
n V some
other agency fining the parents removing the custudy of the chld fr
m them
or other actions within his powers
FOLL9

UP

At the informal hearing with the probation department or at the
hearing before the Judge a c3et
rmination will be made as to

responsibility for follow
up on the case whether this followu
P will be
undertaken by the Pupil r
urelfare and Attendance Department or by the probation
staff of the Juvenile Court

ernents gill also be made to fix respon
hrran1

sibility for rporting of one agency to the other and the extent to vvrd ch
that is required
ils involved in the mz acute forms of behavior maladjustment such as
Pur

breaking and entgrin vandalism traffic violations will be referred
directly by the principal to the juvenile officer of the Plice Department
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The visit
ng teacher will be informed of such
i
referrals to aid her in future contacts with the child and his family
or the Juvenile rt
Du
C

This agreement will continue in effect until codified by mutual agreement
of the parties concerned
AGRE 1ENT BETadEEN CHILDREN
S SERVICE BUREAU

OF ST PETERS JRG ND DISTRICT 4 V4EI

Purpose

E BOARD
R

To determine the division of responsibility and the functions of

each agency in order to maize maximum use of services offered to
children in Pinellas County and avoid duplication

Normally the Children
s Service Bureau accepts
cases not involving agency funds for board payments
and the District i elfare Board accepts cases involving agency funds for

Difference in Function

board payments however when this factor has not been determined or it

seems doubtful that the family will or can assu7ie financial responsibility
the case will be accepted by the District Welfare Board for further study
Inter Agency Referral

When it develops that the family can and does accept
financial responsibility during a trial period

non dependent cases may be referred to the Children
s Service Bureau
by the
hen cases

District Aelfare Board through the medium of case conference

accepted by the Children
s Service Bur1
u become dependent or when it seems

to be to the best interest of the children to sever connections with the
family through terminating money payments such cases may be referred to
the District Welfare Board by the Children
s Service Bureau through the

medium of case conference

Difference between Shelter and Temporary Care

tthen it is known that a
child is stranded or

abandoned it will be considered in need of shelter care as provided by
the District Aelfare Board

6hen a child must be detained for the court

or is a runaway and delinquency is indicated by this fast it will be

considered that he is in need of temporary care as erovided br the Children
s

Service Bureau

AGREEy BETIiV
LJT
EN TzTLI JUVENILE COURT
ND THE CHILD GUIDANCE CLIENIC
I

Services to be offered

During the coming ye r the Child Guidance Clinic will offer primarily
a diagnostic study service for children of school age

Such a service

is designed to give a g
neral picture of mental ability physical or
sociah factors affecting the individual
s adjustment personality
factors and potentialities for treatment or change The number of
sessions with the child and ti
ose with the adults in his environment
in each instance will depend on the nature and complexity of the
particular problem involved in the referral When possibilities for

therapy are fo
nd in a particular situation the clinic will bring this

6
5

to the attention of the court worker so that appropriate arrangements may
be made

At the end of the given study period a written report will be

forwarded to the court of the clinic findings except in therapy cases
where reporting will be made orally
II

Procedure

All referrals for clinic service are to be made to Mr Rivkind in the

St Petersburg office
III

Referral

Initially a telephone call or personal contact may be made to initiate the
referral

A social history in writing will be sent to the clinic before
The court worker will assume responsibility
for notifying parents and children of appointments and for seeing that
these appointments are kept Piny changes or developments in the situation
the child and parent are seen

coming to the attention of the court or clinic should be reported to the
other agency
IV

Time

Friday mornings will be reserved by the clinic for diagnostic work on
court referrals
V

Reporting

A written report of clinic findings will be furnished the court in each
instance

This may be supplemented in a number of waiys
by individual

consultation with clinic worker Mir Rivkind by clinic representation at
a conference of several agencies or by a case conference between the whole
clinic staff and court renresentatives Requests for the last mentioned
will be kept at a minimum because of clinic schedule limitations
VI

FollowUp

The court worker will send written notification to the clinic of 2
ction

taken by the court or final disposition of the case after the clinic has
concluded its work

IT BET
AGREEDAR
vTEEN PINELLAS COUNTY JUVENILE COURT

AND DISTRICT 4 IWELFARE BOARD

The District 11elfare Board agrees to provide emergency shelter care on
a 24 hour basis for children when there is no responsible adult available
or suitable to care for such children until some other plan for their care
can be made
Usually these children will be dependent or neglected children
It is recognized that in some emergencies where placement is necessary
immediately there will not be sufficient facts nor time to establish con
clusively that the children are dependent or neglected In these instances

shelter placement may be used for the protection of the children during the
period of study of the situation
1

Full casework responsibility will be delegated to the District Vuelfar e
Board at the time of referral by the Probation Department of the
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Juvenile Court and acceptance by the District ud
lf re Board

The Probation

Department of the Juvenile Court will turn over complete responsibility for
the casework with the family to the District welfare Board and withdraw
from further contacts with the family
2

In some instaneea
the Juvenile Court will request the District Welfare

Board to
study the home situation reporting to the Court at a designated

time in order that suitability may be determined by the Court on the basis
of the study of the District aielfare Board
3

11 emergencies arising during office hours will be referred by
tele
phone or personal interview with the regular intake worker of the

District welfare Board

4

Shelter placements will be made by authorized members of the Proration
and Police Departments only outside office hours and on weekends when

the offices of the District 7elfare Board re closed

IThen children are placed after 5 p
m the authorized person making
such placement will telephone the intake worker of the District V
elfare
Board not later than 9
30 a
m the following day giv
ng identifying
5

information and other portinent facts

The case will be accepted immediately

by the District Welfare Box
rd
b

Nhen a case is referred to the District v elfa
re Board that agency Nji
11

assume full respons ability for pla
ing and financing until it has
completed its study of the situation The Probation and Police Department

staff will withdraw from further responsibility and contacts with the family
except as it is necessary because of court or police action

In these

instances the District ic lfare Board will be advised of the necessity of
such action at the time of referral or initial phone call
7

Nhen requested a progress report will be sent to the Juvenile Court
after the situation has been studied by the District welfare Board

8

When change in custody seems advisable the District Gelfare Board will
bring the matter to the attention of the Juvenile Court immediately in
writing

that any child who is a ward of the court and Mno is in
the custody of the District Welfare Board shall run away or commit
further misdemeanor the District Vwelf are Board shall i mncdiately notify
9

In the

ev

the Juvenile Court and a mutual decision will be made regarding further
action

10

Should the court receive reports concerning running away or further

misdemeanor on the part of may child for whom it has awarded custody
to the District uielfare Board it will immediately notify the District
V elfare Board and a mutual decision will be reached regarding further action
110

A 3 x 5 card vill be issued for each shelter home to be used on a

24 hour basis by the District Welfare Board to each member of
the
Probation and Police Departments authorized to placed children in shelter
homes licensed and supervised by the Dis
rict Vi
lfazre Board This card

will contain identifying information number ages and sex of children
the home can accommodate
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Side Junior High pupils transferred to Senior High Those who have been
transferred to other schools within the county will be assured all possible
help by the personnel of their new schools through conferences with the
School Counseling staff the principal of the new school and the visiting

teacher assigned to the school in question

Children continuing in the

schools they were in last spring will be followed jointly by the school
staff and the Counseling Service staff

ublic ilela
P
tions

The success of the School Counseling service depends in large part upon
the cooperative efforts of school personnel cr
rch groups and social
agencies already working with the families of the children referred
over if parents and teachers can be made more aware of t
e needs for

More

children as individuals of what is normal behavior Tor various age
groups and helped to evaluate their own methods of management of the child
ren tendencies toa
rd unsocial behavior could be nipped in the bud and

the necessity for later intensive therapy could be averted

this in

mind the School Counseling staff has worked closely with parents and
teachers not only as individuals concerned about a particular child but
also with parent study groups social agency conuiiittees and various church
groups
Summation of these contacts gives a brief Picture of the scope of
this participation
Of special interest were

1

Cooperation of
church school and social agency groups in the
preparation of reports on several of the eight Questionnaires
on facilities for children in the State of Florida in the areas
of education recreation and welfare in anti cip
ation of the
forthcoming National vghite tIouse Conference on Child Welfare

2

Formulation of methods and procedures for inter agency action
betwe schools and social agencies in meeting the problems
of school children

A manual vr
s prepared indicating agency

resources avnilabL3 to schools and lines of coin
unication

between schools and agencies for the
ng following types
i
Tneet
of problems

emotional educational attendance delinquency

health and welfare

This material was presented to school

and agency personnel for criticism and acceptance through the
Child and Far
ily Corrumittee of the Community 1 Council and
through the llssocirttions of Elementary and Secondary School
Principals

it was also presented to delegates of the Pinellas

County Conference of school Instruction PTA and will be pre
sented to the Florida Conference of Social Work meeting at
Jacksonville on October 16 It has been suggested that this
material also be presented to the State Probation and Parole

meeting i
rhich is to be held along with the State Social Work
Conference

3

Pupil welfare and attendance

Department of Public Instruction

The School Counseling staff was requested to assist in the
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formulation of methods and procedures for Visiting Teachers

in the newly created Department of Pupil Welfare and Attendance
in the public school system

New referral forms school his

tory summary blanks and reporting methods were worked out

in conference between the School Counseling Service and the

Visiting Teacher group

4

Participation in professional group activities included atten
dance at meetings of the Tampa Bay Psychological Association
Florida State University Field Supervisors Conference at

Tallahassee the Lakeland Mental Hygiene Conference joint

conferences of the School Counseling staff with the staffs
of the Child uuidance Clinic the County Health Nurses the
s Service Bureau the Juvenile Court and the Juvenile
Children
Officer of the St Petersburg Police Department
5

Numerous talks on Child lifelfare and Family Counseling were

given by our staff to such groups as the Mother
s Christian
Study Clubs Parent Teacher organizations and church groups

to Beta Sigma Pi who have graciously contributed to the
decoration of the project quarters and
other similar
organizations

Resea

Several research projects were undertaken during this period also
followup of all junior high students seen to date was reported
A selected group
by all teachers who had these pupils in class

seen between arch 28 and May 20 1950 was
of sixteen children
had
these children in their
Teachers who
chosen for this study
classes

at

South Side Junior HiF
h

were asked by

the School Coun

seling Service to evaluate the influence of the project by express
1
d
a
ing an opinion as to whether the individual children h

shown improvement 2 shower little change or

were

3 less well

adjusted
as the period of study had been exceedingly brief and
in many cases contacts of counselors with pupils had been limited
to one or two interviews the chief purpose of the study was to
encourage the teachers to mt
ike s objective an evaa
tion of the
u
s status as possible
pupil
prior to the final marking period of
It was
the school term
felt that a conscious focus of attention
Inasmuch

on the pupil and his problems rather than on subject m
tter alone
would be helpful
that this was the

Conference with the individual teachers indicated
case

Of the sixteen children involved in this study three were promoted to
senior high school five were promoted to the next higher grade two were
discharged from school as being over the legal school age and unable to

r3 9

profit from further public school attendance one was suspended for the

balance of the school year because of physical handicap and five were

recorTnended for another year in the same grave

These five will be

carried for further study in the coming school year
Analysis of record cards for all entering South Side Junior High seventh
grade pupils resulted in recommendations for homogeneous grouping for
one class of slow learners and one for an enriched program for accelera
ted pupils for an experimental period of one year
In this study record cards of 152 children entering South Side from Roser

Park Glenoak Lakeview and Lakewood Elementary Schools were checked luring
the summer months

Reports concerning general intellectual level reading and arithmetic scores
health records teachers evaluations and previous school history were tabu
lated nd evaluated

Those children who represented one year or more of mental

or academic retardation were reconunended for a slow group those who scored
one or more years above the average for their age were recommended for an
enriched or accelerated program

The slow group is to h
ve a core curriculum
hav nP all subjects ex
t music and physical education with one teacher
c
allowing for more in
tegration of subject matter courses and a more fluid timing schedule than
would otherwise be possible The acceler
ated group will be allot
red to
progress more rapidly in routine classroom work and be free to undert
ke
additional library and research projects and to initiate other activities
as their interests develop
It is hoped that such classification will present more challenge for the

mature stud
nts to develop to the full their capacities at the same time
allowing for more intensive emphasis in more limited areas with the slower
pupils All others entering seventh grade will follow a traditions
program

A breakdown of the number of children by schools follows

SCHOOL

Glenoak
Lakeview

Lakewood
Roser Park
TOTAL

ITIONAL
TRAD

SLOW

D
ENRICHT

11

13
7

7
20

61
32

8

18

30

3

23

29

31

98

152

5
4
3
23

TOTAL

In addition to the data reported above on records of the 152 children pro
moted to the South Side Junior High seventh grade from Glenoak Lakeview
Lakewood end Roser Park Elementary Schools record cards of 556 pupils
were screened for deviations from the norms in general mental ability

reading and arithmetic sle
ills and personality factors as observed by

4o

The names of these pupils together with pertinent data
their teachers
will be forwarded to the respective principals in the hope that atten

tion m
y be focused on pupils needs early in the term and provision made
for them

Records and Reports

The staff has continued to refine its techniques of record keeping and re
porting

These include a standard referral form a form for reports of

psychological examinations and a suinma
ry sheet for abstracts of school
experience records

The most recent device adopted is a two page 11
PAC

for recording identifying information about the ch4
1d his family
and his family background along with such other data as will help in un

SHEET

derstanding the dynamics of his behavior

This FACE SI H r
T is simila
c to

that used by other county agencies and will make possible closer coordina
tion of interagency action in the interests of the child and his family

Sumrr a C
onclusions

In conclusion
we should like to point out that although this report covers

the period from January 15 to October 1 1950 actual work with children

was confined for the most pa
rt to a pe
riod of approximately four months
since case work was initiated about April first schools closed the first
creek in June and did not reopen until after Labor Day in September More

over adjustments frequently require Long periods of tim particularly for
those adolescents who have accumulated unsocial or anti social habits over
a period of several years This report therefore has been prepared

Primarily to describe the program md to illustrate the types of problems

which are being presented

We hope that a ear from now we will be able

to devote a major part of our report to techniques of treatment which have

proved effective in the area of prevention as well as the allevi
tion
of

motional maladjustments in children

Our work thus far however has

demonstrated that little problems grow into big problem and that if
children can be helped when misunderstandings start much time and money
can be saved and mental illness prevented

Skilled help has been sought

through the Counseling Service by children parents and teachers alike
when it was known that counselors were available and accessible thus

solving the problems at their start rather than when they have become acute
Statistical data on our study to date are presented along the classifica
tion lines of previous studies for comparative purposes In gener l they
point to the following unmet needs
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1

i of pre vocational studies on junior high school level
a
progr
for those boys and girls who because of economic need or mental
or educational limitations must leave school without senior high
school training

2

A yearround remedial reading program throughout the grades with

a staff of hi
ahly trained teachers who have been trained not only
in methods of teaching reading but also in the understanding of
the emotional problems of children which prevent their learning
under normal classroom procedures

3

Special programs for the mentally retarded children of school age
These children cannot possibly meet the pace set for normal child
ren and need a specialized instruction in a program adapted to
their needs State funds for such programs are available for local
use and should be utilized

Because of the serious classroom prob

lems encountered due to the heterogeneous grouping of children
of varying abilities throu h so called socia
l promotion re
classification of pupils is recommended Tith special facilities
for those children rho are three or more years retarded cademi

cally or whose intellectual rating on individual clinical exam
ination reveals then to nave s
I of borderline or less potential
ity for mental development
4

This program should be integrted with that for other atypical
children i
e gifted children children Tho are blind or who
have defective on
si children who are dc
v
f or

have n

hearing loss severe asthma
tics cardiacs epileptics children
who have serious speech defects child
ren who are spastic or
ho are orthopedically handicapped Opportunities for fuller
development of gifted children might well be provided through
enrichment programs in the regular schools with more elastic

scheduling of essential routine assignments
5

Provision should be made for keeping current a survey of ment
n1ly
This might
and physic
lly handicapped children in the community

be done in cooperation with the County Health Department since
the latter serves not only
the children in school but the pre
Such a survey should in
school and out of school groups also

elude facilities for the multiply handicapped the brain injured
the cardiac those with hearing loss or defective vision the

epileptic and those with educational dis
bilities

Continuance

and expansion of the Pre School Clinics currently held in many

elementary schools in Pinellas County in May to introduce to
the school setup these children who are to be Amitted to kin

derg rten or first grade the follotain fall
6

Internship training in educational psychology nd school social
work for graduate students from Florid state universities

could well be expanded except for our limitations of space
This prograri offers one of the very few facilities for such

professional field work experience in the southeastern United
States

Extension of the internship training program would
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bring young workers into the field of child welfare work where
their services would be richly rewarding

A long term plan for school counseling services should provide
space for examining and interviewing adequate to assure rapport
with the clients and confidentiality of personal data

Respectfully submitted

I

O
U
7

School Ps
7chologist

School Social Tor
er
l

r
3
4
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SCHOOL Al
D AGFITCY COOPERATI4
E

LATHING FOR CHILDREN
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PINELLAS COUNTY
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Coordinated School and Agenc
Pinellas Co

Welfare Problem

TEACHER

Attendance Problem

Educational Prob em

PRINCIPAL

VISITING TEAC

SOCIAL

JUVENILE WELFARE
BOARD

COMMUNITY DAY
NURSERY

A MERICAN RED CROSS

SALVATION ARMY
S

I

I

SERVICE

I

DISTRICT NO 4 WELFARE BOARD

COORDINATING AGENCY AND
C

CHILD WELFARE
C

PUBLIC
P

JUVENILE
J

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING

UNIT

ASSISTANCE

COURT

S SERVI
CHILDREN
C
BUREAU

Resources for Children
t

COUNTY NURSE

Health Problem

Delinquency Problem
Emotional Problem

Police

I

I
ER

I

I Outside Greater St Petersburg Area
CHANGE

STATE WELFARE BOARD

AMERICAN RED CROSS
COUNTY WELFARE

SOUTH SIDE JR HIGH
GLENOAK
LAKE VIE W

E

COUNTY WELFARE
DEPARTMENT

CITY WELFARE

SCHOOL COUNSELING
SERVICE

DEMONSTRATION

PROJECT

COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

CHILD

GUIDANCE
CLINIC

CATHOLIC CHARITIES

BUREAU

LEGAL AID

CITY RECREATION
AND GROUP WORK

12

Yhen a shelter home is no longer available or an
i

Zanges take place
c

the District Welfare Board will telephone the current information to

the Probation Office immediately and will issue a confirming memorandum
to the authorized placement persons requesting that the card be destroyed
13

6hen additional homes are available the District Welfare Board will
issue a card to each authorized placement person of the Probation

and police departments

14

All inter agency action will be confirmed in writing between the Chief
Probation Officer and the District 14elfare Board Director

INTERA
GENCY AGREEIENT

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICE COUNTY 1
1dELFiUIE DEP
JENT
1RT

JUVENILE iiiELFO
ZE BOA1FD DISTRICT 4 VuELFARE BOARD
SUBJECT

Agency Responsibility and Prccedures

To define responsibilities of the four agencies represented in
order to work to the setting up of inter agency agreements
procedures
and clarifying
OBJECTIVE

The services and intake policies of the newly established Child Vielfare
Unit of the District 4
Welfare Board were discussed briefly From this
it was possible to use case examples where certain types of problems have
not seemed to fit i1to any one program in order to determine to which
agency the responsibility might seem to belong
1

Stranded Abandoned and Runa
aray Children

Since the District Welfare
Board has no residence

requirement it was agreed that these children Mould be referred to the
District e
Welf are Board as necessary Exceptiorls would be in St Petersburg
proper where the Division of Social Service is the cooperating representative
of the Traveler
s Aid Society when such children come to the attention of
Division of Social Service it will usually begin investigation under
the
its Traveler
s Aid function in order to verify residence and secure
authorization of return

It is felt that some of these

cases

can be

cleared

before the day is over and would not need to be referred to the District

Welfare Board for emergency shelter care while plans were being made If
during this initial investigation the Division of Social Service finds
that plans cannot be completed for the child during the same day it will
continue with case responsibility but request the District V elfare Board

through its Child delfa Unit to arrange for shelter care until plans
can be completed
In such cases the only function of the District Uelfare
Board will be to provide emergency shelter care

The Department of Social Service St Petersburg and County

elfare

Department will arrange for or provide transportation for stranded
abandoned or runaway children who are to be returned to their homes
2

Emergency Shelter Care

uhere emergency shelter care or housekeeper
1
services are needed because the responsible

adult is sick or unavailable for some other emergency reason the situation
will be hanOled by the Child Welfare Unit
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3

Transient Families

When families who do not have Pinellas County
residence become E
nomrn to an agency and it is

necessary to provide shelter for a period until residence can be determined

and arrangements made to return the family to the place of regular residence

it will be handled as follows

a

In St Petersburg an attempt will be made to arrange emergency
shelter care for the family with the Salvation Army

In some

instances it will not be possible for the whole family to be
cared for in the Salvation Army shelter

referral can be made to the District

When this is true a

re Board for provision
elfa

for the children

b

Outside of St Petersburg when the family cannot be taken care

of in one shelter the case will be referred to the District

weelfare Board in regard to shelter care for the children
c

The Department of Social Service St Petersburg and County

V
e
lfare Department will a
rrange for or provide transportation
for transients including children who are being returned to
their homes

It was recognized that all agencies were
obligated to foster the development
One of these would be encouragement of
of programs to meet various needs

the development of th proposed Salvation Army shelter in Clearwater

Under existing Florida law no a ncy or person may take children away from

However in some cases it is possible
to secure the written consent for placement where arrangements for temporary

parents excepting the Juvenile Court

care cannot be made for who
6 families
a unties as well as the children

This would give protection to the

One problem which was discussed and has not been met is that of meeting

the need for rent in the areas outside of St Petersburg where families who
are Pinellas County residents do not have the funds to purchase rent An

example of this is a mother and five children who were without funds and who
had to be separated so that the mother and baby received shelter care This
one place
is
and the other four children received shelter care in another place

a pending ADC application but it dill not be possible to grant ADC when the
mother is not maintaining a home for the children

If rent could have been

paid she could have reestablished the home and kept the children with her

It was agreed that arranements would be made for the Count t
elfare Depart
ment to place some children in need of shelter care on an emergency basis
directly in the Child Vielfare Unit
s licensed shelter homes after 5 otclock

The County Welfare Department will usually refer these cases to the Probation
Department but occasionally it will be necessary for direct placemerits to
be made

It is believed that if the District 1Velfare Board will accept emergency

shelter care cases it will eliminate duplication of efforts on the part
of agencies and release some of the funds not being used for this purpose
by other agencies to meet other needs

6o
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DEPENDENT AND DELINQUENT CHILDREN SERVED BY THE JUVENILE COURT

19491950

19481949
DEPEN

CH

DEPUIZENT CHILDREN

LDREN

Clearwater

St Petersburg

Total

Clean
rater

St Petersburg

Total

Girls

72

L

23
2

Girls

91

131

222

Boys

89

181

270

Bogs

97

144

241

161

332

493

Total

188

275

463

Office

Total

Office

H

CT
N

td

H

DELINQUEibT CHILDREN

DELINQUENT CHILDREN
Office

Clearwater

St Petersburg

Total

Office

Cleaneater

St Petersburg

Total

Girls

29

45

74

237

Boys

95

165

260

298

Total

124

210

334

Girls

16

45

61

Boys

66

171

Total

82

216

IBLE If
T

CHILDREN SERVED BY THE JUVENILE COURT
OVER 7
vO Y
1
iR PERIOD

Dependent

Delinquent
Month

1949
1948

1950
1949

1949
1948

1950
1949

October

12

30

32

45

November

31

31

34

44

December

8

38

12

41

January

13

25

15

29

February

18

21

39

14

War c h

27

34

36

41

April

5
3

22

48

61

May

42

37

68

45

June

35

30

56

53

w

July

29

0
l

63

20

August

23

33

56

40

September

25

15

34

30

298

334

493

463

Total

63

DEPENDENT CHILDREN SERVED BY JUVENILE COURT

OCTOBER 1 1949

SEPTEMBER 30 1950
Clearwater Office

St Petersburg Office

male
FE

Male

White

MONTH

October

November

Negro

VVT ite

Female

Male

Negro

White

Negro

White

Negro
0

12

2

11

1

11

1

7

8

4

7

2

9

1

10

3
i

10

3

10

2

3

7

3

3

January

6

4

7

6

0

0

2

4

February

0

0

0

1

3

2

5

3

December

H

I
rn

a

larch

11

4

11

2

3

4

4

2

April

15

2

9

3

10

7

11

4

May

16

0

9

1

8

0

11

0

June

16

1

13

4

11

3

5

0

July

4

3

1

3

1

4

0

1

August
September
Total

H

H

WL

4

10

1

13

0

5

2

5

4

8

3

15

0

3

J

1

J

116

28

108

23

69

28

68

23

DELINQUENT CHILDREN SERVED BY JUVENILE COURT

SEPTEZfBER 30 1950

OCTOBER 1 1949
St Petersburg Office

Male

MONTH

t

white

Clearwater Office

Female

male

Female

Negro

te
Nhi

Negro

ldhite

Negro

White

Negro

October

13

7

2

2

6

0

0

0

November

12

3

4

2

6

0

4

0

December

9

8

2

0

12

5

1

1

10

1

0

0

10

1

3

1

0

5

1

3

7

2

2

1

13

3

0

2

1

0

1

2

January

H

O

February
arch
b

J

April

8

1

1

8

1

0

5

1

1

2

f
21

1

3

0

6

June

3

10

6

1

7

0

3

0

July

8

1

3

0

4

1

1

0

14

4

4

5

5

1

0

9

1

2

2

0

1

0

0

120

45

27

18

84

11

22

7

May

August
September
Total

TABLE V

PERCENTAGES COMPARED

19481949

1949195

hite Chil
W

Delinquent

37

63 350
203

59 361
J 253
41

Dep
endeiit

61ro 143
39 95

56 102
lvo 81
44

37 203
63 35o

40 243
60 371

St Peterfurg Office

17 40
83 198

38 69
62 114

Delinquent Boys
Delinquent Girls

80
20

81
190

Dependent Boys
Dependent Girls

56
44

51y
49

Delinquent Boys

Delinquent Girls

70
347

31

Dependent Boys
Dependent Girls

53

55

47

45

Dependent

Negro Children

Delinquent

White Children

Clearwater Office

St Petersburg Office
Negro Children
water Office
Clear

White Children

Negro Children

66

69

TABLE VI

JUVEVIIE COURT TRAFFIC CASES

October 1 1949

September 30 1950

J

October

2
4

Der
Novetn

32

December

35

January

33

February

13

March

23

April

15

T1111

33

Jun

20

July

5
1
10

21

September

300

Total

67

TABLE VII

SUMMARY OF 74 TRt
FIC G
U
SES
11 BY
PINELLAS VTY
COILT JUVENILE COURT

DURING JUNE JULY AUGUST an SEPTEMBER 1950
20

June

July

r

cases

15 cases

Au

10 cases

Ite
Se

29 cases

Total

74 cases

Nature and number of violations by first offenders
27 No Driver
s License
or tgo fast for conditj
ns
15
10 Failure to observe stop signs

8 Rec
111 drivinz

5 Failure to yield ri
ht of way
5 Impro turn and impro Passing
2 Riding thrce on a sc
ter
23 Miscellaneous
95 T
tal

Some violators were char Fed w
two or riore offenses

Seccnd Off enviers

1 Im muf
license

I

license

Disposition
19 Disi with a warning

51 Required to read and study traffic
laws and return for examination

4 License suspended

w68

TABLE VIII

CHILD WELFARE NIT

COST OF CARE

Total

lst 6 Mos

2nd 6 mos

40
666
20

9

11

65
153

65
85

00
68

239
1
66

12
568

671

95
499

80
223

15
276

Diaper Service

10
78

10
78

Haircuts

75
86

50
310

25
55

03
268

9

72
177

54
992
22

10

40
730
12

Type of Care

Boarding Home Care
Medical Care

Clothing
Allcwances

Other

Totals

Total Expenses
Other Contributions

Juvenile I elfare Board

69

54
229992
581
1
27
27
411
21

TABLE IX

liTION OF REQUESTS FOR SERVICES RECEIVED
TABUL

OCTOBER 1 1949 TIiRODUK SEPTEMBER 30 1950
BY THE CHILD NEIYARE UNIT OF TiE DISTRICT 4 t1ELF
iRE B0
A2D

Requests rece
ived

337

Nature of Requests
Placement away from home

110

Housekeeper

19

Consultative help with family
problems affecting children
Study of suitability of home

48
16

Social Information

Including out ofto inquiries

28

Unmarried Mothers

43

Casework services to mothers
Foster care for child

3

Plan for runaways
Financial assistance
Adoption placements
Supervision of child for ether agencies
Mental testing
Adoption studies
Referrals of foster parents
to Childrent s Horne Society

1

4
10

5
1

42
1

Modical information

4

Temporary day care

2

Source of Requests
Fa
ni ly t s own

Juvenile Court and ti
robation department
Health Agency
Juvenile Welfare Board
Other Districts of Sta

143
56
13
3

t elfa
re Board

Childrents Home Society

24
3

14

Division of Social Service

8

Childrent s Service B
t zu
i

Florence Crittenton Home
Stag e
fare Board
l
Family Units

Out agencies
of
Hospitals

7

24
44
2

Schools

9

Sheriff t s Office

6

American Red Cross

9

Veterans administration

4

County Vielfare
State Office adoption studies
Veterans Liaison Council

13

Other Individuals

13

41
2

7C

TABLE IX continued

Action Taken

Rejected
16

Not within function

11

ithdrawn
V

310

Accepted

Major Services to New Cases Accented Dur Period
Foster care naid through lccal funds
Foster care paid through local funds
supplemented by family
Shelter care Paid through State funds
Housekeeper service raid through State Funds
Case work services to children in own homes
Consultative services to families around

45
5
26
19
19

47

problems of children

8

Supervision in own holrles

22

Maternity care paid through State funds
Maternity care paid by relatives or other
agency case work service only

15

Social investigations

39

Supervision of adoption placements

64
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APPENDDr IV

THE D ElaET OF THE JUVENILE I ELFAR
E BOARD
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THE BUDGET OF TFM JVENILE WELFARE BOARD

The Juvenile VVelfare Board has attempted to use its available funds in the
most effective manner possible It has taken advantage of opportunities
to secure additional funds where it could do so by supplying the basic
support required to secure such funds It has done this only in those
areas where it had a responsibility for providing services for children
or
Vie have already pointed out that for every dollar it suUplied for
foster

o

home care at least two dollars of service were provided

Its

to the Child Guidance Clinic was helpful in securing three dollars worth
of services for each dollar contributed by the Juvenile Welfare oaxd

This was also true in its subsidy to the Children
s Service Bureau for
temporary detention and foster home care

All of this has been possible because of the splendid cooperation of the
various agencies rendering service to children The children have been
the ones to profit from this program

The funds of the Juveniledelfare

Board could not have provided more than a small share of the services

available to children during the past year but by furnishing the basic
foundation funds otherwise unavailable funds became available to the
program

On the following pate will be found a comparison between the 1919 1950 and
1950 1951 budgets of the Txt Ielfare Board

a

73

r1
s

COUNTY OF PINELLAS
BUDGET OF JUUNILE WELFARE BOARD

9 1950
4
19

19501951

t 29

00
000
30

Telephone and Telegraph

000
1
00

1

Travel

20
5
0
0
4

000
5
00

Office Expense

300
1
00

500
1
00

Juvenile Homes

000
3
00

500
2
00

Child Guidance Clinic

000
7
00

ACCOM

Salaries

Psychologist

000
5
00

Psychiatric Social Worker

200
4
00

Foster Homes

Other Services and Emergencies

00
000
24

00
300
22

00
685

200
4
00

Z 71
00
250

03
000
75

